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I. ABSTRACT

The overall purpose of this study was to investigate
three separate, but intimately related, aspects of the
process by which ex-addicts-in-treatment are prepared for,
enter into, and function in the "world of work." These
aspects were: (1) the actual labor market conditions
in two different urban settings (New York City and the
greater Boston area); (2).the specific institutional
supports available to exaddicts and addicts-in-treatment
ds those supports are perceived by both clients and
providers of service; and (3) an analysis, by employers,
of the performance and behavior of ex-addicts and
addicts-in-treatment once they have secured employment.

In addressing these goals,surveys were undertaken
to define the practices of drug treatment programs;
clients and employers with respect to the employment
of drug free and pharmacologically-separated urban

settings. These survks; conducted in both the metro-
politan New York anegreater Boston area-, sought to
inquire into such variables as pragmatic f,ophasis (with-
in existing treatment agencies) on emplciment and
employability, job seeking .strategies and methods (both
among clients and within treatment programs), and the
nature of relationships between drug treatment programs
and potential employers of "rehabilitated" drug users,
abusers, and addicts. In addition, through a question-
naire developed specifically for this study (and admin-
istered tO both clients and;woviders,of service), the
attempt was made to isolate the key employment related
issues and practices that comprise each group'S percep-
tion of the rehabilitative situation. '',.rnphasis was
placed on uncovering areas of perceptual consonance.and
dissonance between clients and agency service staff. The

methodological framework for these impliries Was a
2x2 design comparing drug-free and methadone maintenance
centers in the two basically urban areas of New York
City and Greater Boston. Finally, through the develop-
ment of a specific relationship with PACT (Provide Addicts
Care Today), an attempt was made, using employer-developed
followup data, to assess the job-related behavior of
ex-addicts and addicts-in-treatment.

A special section deals with the problems encountered
in the process of implementing the research design.
While the nature of the problems varied, they could be

1 1



summarized as follows:

For some drug treatment programs a "payoff"
(e.g. immediate support) became a pre-condition
for participation in the study;

Ambulatory programs (i.e., treatment programs
dealing with non-residential clients).,were more
difficult in using as baes from which to obtain
client participation than "closed" settings'

participants in "drug-free" programs were harder
to involve than clients in methodone programs;
and

Conditions for obtaining "client consent" for
participation in the study tend to become more
rigid, self-conscious, and firm with respect
to confidentiality and the necessary protection

. of individuals.

The results, subjected to both correctional analyses
and analyses of variance, indicated that:

. the urban labor markets examined Offered both
limited and limiting opportunities for meaningful,
long-term employment;

drug treatment programs are beComing more
oriented toward the importance of employment as
part of the rehabilitative process.

Recommendations and suggestions emerging from the current
study include:

. The use of concrete labor market analyses to
assess potential program impact before attempts
are undertaken to develop new manpower training
programs and opportunities for clients in
drug treatment programs;

. a need to re-examine current policy concerning
'.6he "non-preference" status of disadvantaged
groups in general, and drug addicts in particular;

the specific provisions of manpower resources to
drug treatment programs on an in-house basis;

12



the development of regionally centralized job
data banks for drug treatment programs;

the continued ern,
support of ex-a
and

development:and
ledSmall'businesses;

an exploration of alternative models throUgh
private sector commitments to employ ex-addicts

can be developed, k.plemented and, most impor-
tantly, evaluated.



II, INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

_

While it may be little more tuan a glimpse of the
obvious, it would be fair to state that existing approaches
to the problems of drug addiction and,; more importantly,
"drug rehabilitation" are almost as diverse and varied
as the'settings that have been developed to implement these
approaches: Competing definitions.and conceptions .

regarding the "root causes" of drug use (and abuse) have
resulted in the development and implementation of
specific programatic interventions that, quite predict-
ably, have come to mirror the particular theoretical
orientations of those whose efforts havereceived social
and/or institutional support. By-and-large, these
efforts and orientations-have, until very recently,
been overwhelmingly "clinical" in nature; that is to
say, directed toward an analysis of the drug problem
that has focused primary (if not exclusive) attention
on the historical and often deeply ingrained "psycholog-
ical deficits" presumed to be "at work" in the indivi-
dual drug abuser or drug addict (Broyard, 1971; ABA-AMA,
1961; Wieland, 1970; Wiler & Rasor, 1953).

. only within the past few years have investigators
begun to broaden the scope of their inquiries into the
causes, consequences, and "cures" of the "drug problem."
This "expansion of the field" can be interpreted as a
response to at least four separate but related sets of
data', all of which seem to have coalesced to call into
question both the val!dity and utility of previous
assumptions concerning the etiology 4nd eradication of

drug addiction. For purposes of sumnary, we might
organize these four-sets of data into the following
categories:

14
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1. TheulreofDrug. Use, Abuse and
A dicti,ont
--------

Much of the reeerit interest in, and concern about,
the problems associated with drug use (and abuse) is
directly related tp the "unwelcome realization: that
chemical_ dissociation can 110,_longer, he_regarded..as_a_
uniquely class-bo' phenoMenon. Overall data concerning
the "drug proble, this country are now relatively
clear: use an JDjE t drugS (both of the "hard"
and "soft" vari , widespread, cuts across traditional
socio-economic alig 4cial grouPs, and, while particularly
devastating in its effects within lower-income populations,
has reached-alargling,national-Proportions-(Brotman-&____
Suffet, 1970; Klerken, 1970; Laurie, 1967). In Shor:t,
findings of exteosiVe and intensive drug use both within
and between populati.cas previously excluded froM the
"rolls of the dafined" (e.g. White, middle-class females,
affluent and well-ednoated youth, armed forces personnel,
and "successful" btlyinesa-PeOple) have focused (and height-
ened) national QohWiolisnees-on the-ubiquitous and appa-
rently uncontrollable "a1lUre" of the narcotic process
(Browning, 1972; kegeier, 1970; Blumer, 1967; Brenner,
Coles & Meagher, 1910; DlIns', 1970).

2. The Indgg4a?,...1.onomic Impact.of Drug use,
Abuse ilicr-Acidictlelii:

While the piet)Med relationship between drug addic-
tion and "street criMe" has always been a potent force
in the thinking ahd aOtione of policy-makers, only within
the past 10 yeare has it become clear that the economic
consequences of 62tig use and abuse cannot be localized (or,
more accurately) ''cd" solely to the behaviors of
the stereo-typed 'Ullg-craZed" criminal. Indeed, the use
of (and often the 'Iteliancen on) drugs by employed,
often skilled, aild oPparently "stable" members of the
nation's work foee has raised two related issues:
first, the relatPon0hiP between the "quality of life" on
a joband subseq0e4t Worker behavior; and second, the
absolUte economie Crisaquenoes of drug use within
existing industri,e and businesses. During the past 5
years, for example, data has been accumulating regarding
the increasing peerioe of drug use among workers in
industries both latge and small (Flynri, 1970; Fierenze &
Klein, 1971). t0tiOates on the severity of the problem
vary. A survey VY Chicago's Industrial Relations

5



Newsletter concluded that "three out of every four U.S.
plants with 50 or more employees have a serious drug
problem" (Time, 1970). A survey by the-Associated
Industries of Massachusetts indicated that one out of
five companies reported instances of drug abuse within
their work forces (Boston Sunday Globe, 1971). Me
National Industrial Conference_Boardlof_New_York_reported
that 53% of 222 companies surveyed in all parts of
the country seri that they had found drug abuse of some
degree t 'ir employees" (Salpu4las, 1971). In
addit ti. conomic consequenceB of drug use in
industiy, focus has also been directed to the "psycholo-
gical" and "social" impact of such behaviors. Thns,
'as Willig (1970)-put-it: "The-end-effects of-employee-
use of drugs and narcotics..'.must be at least defective
performance leading to inferior products and services,
violations of safety codes and procedures, and the gradual
erosion of morale, attendance,t productivity and other
advantages of healthy employer-employee relationships"
(p. 568).

3. Drug Use, Abuse and Addiction as an Index of
Widespread Social Decay:

With more and more data accumulating concerning
both t-r e. universality and direct econo:114-,:- impact of
the d:,141. problem (see above), investiga*crs have been
forced to focus considerable attention:0_ the broader
socisa nd institutional forces that cm pr_se the
"contgmt" within which chemical dissocie ,n becomes
an understandable (if not preferred) mod of dealing
with the vicissitudes of life in a supex-induscrialized
technocracy. Quite predictably, the major orienttion
of this body of research has been away from questions of
individual etiology and toward questions of social
causality, toward analyises of the political, economic
and institutional contradictions-that characterize the
existing social order and its accompanying assumptions
and values about theiruman condition. Heretofore, most
literature (whether news media, government publications
or professional studies) had dealt with theetiology
of drug abuse in terms of the individual user. The
"avetglke addict was presumed to be a young-adult, non-
mbitv *ale with an average I.Q. and poor educational
achievament. He supposedly suffered from personality
disLutbances--especially of the passive-aggressive type--
and sgeported his habit "by increasing involvement in

16
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illegal and deviant behavior" (Brotman, Freedman &
Einstein, 1967). He wac in short, a "marginal indivi-
dual"; that is to say, sOmeone either "unable to, deal with
life's frustrations" (NCDAI, 1971) or "too weak-willed
to say 'No' to peer-group pressures" (Bureau of Drug
Abuse Contrcl, 1967). However, the. increase ia drug use
across-the-country- (and,-more importantly;_the_spre,ad

of drugsincluding herointo middle and upper-class
sectors of the population) has cast doubt on these
assumptions concerning the "drug-prone personality"
(Goldenberg, et al, 1972). 2Nnd,with this even partial
rejection of the postulate of the drug-prone personality,
attention has recently been focused on the general

conditions-under-which-drug-use-assumes-or-becomes-an
"adaptive response" to the antagonistic pressures of an
inequitable and oppression-producing social order. Thu3,

for example, Chein (1967) concluded that "the major
motivational factor in contemporary urban addiction
(i.e., the addiction usuialy associated with the poor and/or
the non-:White) is that 2t: provides the answer to empti-
ness...ag4Lemables one 'to go'on-functioning-under-
conditioa0 that would otherwise be intolerable" (p.65).
Similarly,, Ewer (1971) found that "for middle-class
youth, it (citlit5 use and/or addiction) is a response to
the emptkomesar and alienation of life in a bureaucratized,

materialistiz society." In both instances, the elimina-
tion of pharmacological dependence became less a matter

of individua1 remediation and more a matter of changing
the broader 0.9cial, economic and political conditions
which produced the need flor chemical withdrawal in the

first

4. tInadequacy of Existing Psychologically-
4,ented Treatment Programs:

A fl,44 factor in the curent-ateterogeneity of
approache4 toward the problems poseaby drug use,
abuse and dd&xtion is the growing-realization that

purely "Bsychological" approaches to the "client" (ar

victim) Jars nOt only fraught with sliacational difficulty

but are alswboth time-consuming and not overly correlated
with success 'at least as measured by drug abstinence,

recidivism atuVor significantly altered public behavior).

With the plogFtIe exception of the sa-called "concept
houses" settings like, or related to, Synanon

Phoenix Hcusle and Day Top--where clients find employment

or longter71 ,stability either as permanei z. residents, staff



members or paid organizers and proselytizers), the positive
consequences of "clinical treatment" have been either
difficult to asness or unconvincing in terms of published
data and/or evaluative reports (Ward, 1974; PPW, 1974).
In part, of course, the problem is a two-fold one. First,
there is the historical difficulty posed by the issues
involved in "clinical research"; that is to say, by

reSeart'.1-which-is-nei ther-labora
kind in w1-..ch the myriad-nuznber ahd kind of variables "at
work" can be controlled, manipulated or otherwise orches-
trated (Brooks, 1965; Lord, 1967; Rubenstein and Parloff,

1959). And, second, there is the problem of resources,
the fact that during times of limited and dwindling
federal funds emphasis (and public expectations) tend
to shift away from questiond researbh-complexity and
toward questions of programmatic efficiency, effective-
ness and "cure rates." Nevertheless--and even taking
into account the consequences of changing social demands
and the problems posed by "clinical" research--the fact
remains that there is little data to support.either the
effectiveness or the appropriateness of psychologically-
domihated treatment for the drug addict. 'This reality,

perhaps more than any other, has eventuated in the search
for, and experimentation wiL, other modes of interven-
tion with respect to the rehabilitation of the drug
addict. And, one principal focus of this search for
*"treatment and rehabilitative alternatives" has become
the "world of work"--the use of employment and employ-
ment-related activities as a lever for change in the
life and world of the addicted individual.

Addiction and Employment: Implications for
Treatment-Rehabilitation

Recent interest in the therapeutic and rehabilita-
tive potential posed by the "world, of work" has focused
national attention on the need for de'Veloping, imple-
menting and evaluating the viability of manpower-
oriented training resources as additions to (or, in some

cases, as substitutes for) existing addict treatment
programs. Consequently, within the past few years,
investigators have begun to address themselves directly

to the problems, both systemic and individual, that con-
front the ex-addict who, either upon rehabilitiation or
in the context of treatment, attempts to negotiate the
process of securing, maintaining, and/or enhancing his/her

employment prospects. Thus, for example, Menzi (1973)



has focused attention on the work, employment problems,
and job-related attitudes of methadone maintenance patients
in New York City. Similarly,-Goldenberg- (1971) and
Goldenberg and Keatinge (1974) have studied and described
the systemic constraints (i.e., the consequences for
addicts-in-treatment and ex-addicts)- or an employment
'situation_in which there is, aclear and_demonstrable
discrepancy (and attendant non-coordination) b'etween the
rhetoric and practices of both drug treatment'programs
and employers vis-a-vis the preparation, training, and
hiring of ex-addicts and/or,addicts_undergoing_rehabilit,
tion. Wolkstein (1973), writing from the perspective
of vocational rehabilitation, has: also noted the-need
for-greater.sophistication_regarding-thet-Norld_of
work" among counselors and theraPists dealing with the
addicted client. The situation, in short,' is: one
characterized by: a) a growing awareness of the
importance of "wok" as Part of the rehabilitative process;
b) an innreasing skepticism regarding the willingness
of employers to _hire the ,ex-additt,and/or addict-in-treat-
ment; and c) some ,discernible movement wi thin ''t-he "m-
oaned "helping prOfessions" to retool and update.'their
skills, practices and orientations vis-a-vis the.laddict
population with waom they -iare becoming increasingly
engaged.

In January, 1473, the New York City Commission on
Human Rights held jpublic hearings on the: employment of

the rehabilitatedliaddict. :These hearings ,brought together
leadexsz in the treatment oT addiction and major -employers,
in both the public-and:private sectors, to analyze in
depth the problems faced by-employers in .hiring those
with a history of :drug use. The subjects discussed
included the findings of recent and ongoingi research on
ex-addict employability, the experience with employing
former drug users in a variety of settings, theproblem
of_recidivism, the linkage :between drug use and.:criminality,
the validity of specific screening criteria, the impact
of special manpower programs., and the relevant legal
and legislative issues (NYC ,Commission on Human Rights,
1975) . In her Introduction to the Commission":s Report,
Chairperson Elanor Holmes Norton put the ,problem in the

fcalowing perspective:

"Nothing is more central to the urban crisis
than drug addiction. Except for crime,
nothing generates such concern and alarm, such

9



urgent demands for action, such drastic pro-
posals for solution. The concern is not only
legitimate, it is long overdue. Ilad we taken
addiction seriously before it grew to its
current proportions, had we understood that
the formidable drug pathology could never be
contained among society's most vulnerable
people, its poverty-stricken mincrit_Los,
might have long ago given overriding priority
to -the poverty, deprivation, unemployment and
discrimination through which the drug culture.
has gotten its foothold to attack us all. We
would have sought.their solution in reform and
rehabilitiation, not when we were in a life and
death-strliggle, but when-Harlem was-fighting--
against drugs'virtually without government
concern, much...less resources. Today, ignorance
and neglect have created a problem of such
enormity that_it has stimulated the convulsions
of hysteria.

The Commission on Human Rights shares the
intense concerm'over crime and addiction. But
we reject extreme and futile measures conceived
in desperation and hysteria, the pandering to
solutions any-moderately careful person recognizes

as a hoax. We are convinced that while these
problems will ultimately yield only to long-
range radical solutions directed toward their
basic causes, there are sane, short-term ways
to right addiction. These hearings will focus
on one immediately available remedy--a job for
the rehabilitatel addict.

Too seldom has work been seen for what it is--
perhaps the gingle most important element of
rehabilitating the ex-addict to a life-long
commitment against drugs. If rehabilitation
h,s not worked, it has been in large part
because the rehabilitated addict has found an
extreme scarcity of places in society to which
to -re-turn as a law-abiding, productive citizen.
Now, when for the first time we .are seeing a
steady flow dfpeople who at considerable govern-
ment-expense have been rehabilitated from drugs,
we marmot afford the insanity of denying them
worii and thus squandering all that has gone into

10
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their rehabilitation" (vii-viii).

Naw, while the overall purpose of the Commisson's hearings
was to clarify and analyze the employment situal.lon faced
by previously drug-dependent people either after
treatment or during the treatment sequence (1767, for
those enrolled in methadone maintenance programs), the
importance of employment as an integral part of the
rehabilitative process was the most salient unifying
theme of the testimony offered into evidence. In
addition, recommendations emanating from the Commission's
hearings included the following:

First, -new manpower-programs to move
employment of former 'lug users beyond
the sheltered work experience that is
essentially a part of the rehabilitation
process;

Second, systematic evaluation of employment
experience to determine valid screening
criteria; and

Third, the enactment of legislation and
issuance of employer guidelines based an
substantial and evaluated employment
experience.

The Commission's report also identified numerous obstacles
to the employment of ex-addicts. These obstacles included:

Statutory barriers which limit employment
opportunities of ex-addicts andmethadone
program participants by barring most
licensing and public employment;

Employer attitudes and practices which hold
that ex-addicts are potential sources of
trouble,'including

-- overt discrimination in refusing to hire
anyone with an addiction history

-- subtle bias in hiring- ex-addicts only
for limited roles of little impottance
to.the organization



-- job termili,;cion once addiction history
or methadone use is discovered in
employees

-- denial of bonded employment to ex-addicts
based on fear or loss of bonding protec-
tion, or unsupported "poor risk" assumptions;

. Perpetual stereotyping as "addict- of persons with
drug histories, even those who have successfully
completed rehabilitation;

Failure by rehabilitation programs to provide
employmentn.related training and_experience
beyond the sheltered work approach;

Limited work experience and training common
to many ex-addicts, which inhibits their
successful competition in-an increasingly
skills-oriented labor market; and

Particular difficulties encountered by metha-
done maintenance patients seeking employment,
including:

-- adverse publicity about methadone use,

-- viewpoint that methadone use is akin to
addiction, held by the public and methadone
patients alike.

Finally, in summarizing recent research findings
relevant to assessing ex-addict employability, the Commis-
sion's report sought to correct some commonplace miscon-
ceptions about the presumed personal deficiencies of
ex-addicts. Among the findings cited were:

. A study of performance patential in the work
situation wiatch showed thatImethadone patients
tested at average or above-average intelli-
gence, and exhibited psychomotor performance,
reaction time, and driving behavior similar to
control groups;.

. A study of social productivity among harü .
core addicts who became methadone patients
which showed that a small group in treat-
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ment four or more years cut unemployment
by half, improved social productivity, and
raised educational levels-and work skills;

Perpetual stereotyping as "addict" of persons
with drug histories, even those who have
successfully completed rehabilitation;

Failure of rehabilitation programs to provide
employment-related training and experience
beyond the sheltered work approach;

Limited work experience and training common
to many exraddicts,_which inhibits, their
successful competition in an increasingly
skills-oriented labor market; and

Particular difficulties encountered by
methadone maintenance patients seeking employ-
ment,. including

-- adverse publicity about methadone

-- viewpoint that methadone use is akin
to addiction, held by the public and
methadone patients alike. (CCHR, 1975)

In partial summary, then, it should be clear that
there has been a gradual but discernible shift--certainly
within the past five years--in both the assumptions
about and responses to the underlying causes and
conseguences of drug addiction in this country. Perhaps
the most important aspect of this shift has been the
long-overdue realization that the use and abuse of
drugs can neither be understood nor dealt with as
instances of individual pathology, incomplete socializa-
tion or simple personal deficiency. Rather, the growing'
Jbody of data appears to support (if not totally justify)
the opposite formulation: that the increasing reliance
on drugs in this-society is symptomatic of (and, more
importantly, a reflection of) basic, pervasive, and
as yet,"untreated" social inequities and their accom-
panying institutional contradictions.

Given the above, the role of employment and other
work-related experiences as an integral part of the
addiot rehabilitative process has begun to assume greater

13
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and greater importance in the development and implemen-
tation of "treatment" programs. Put another way, the
preparation for, securing of, and advancement in the
-"world of work" is no longer, universally viewed as a
consequence of treatment, but as treatment itself.
Simply stated, if the lack of meaningful vo-a-EIZICal
opportunities is perceived as a basic "cause" of drug
addiction, then it makes no sense to relegate'its
status to that of a minor, tangential or secondary
aspect of the treatment process itself.

The shift from a purely "clinical" to a more
"practical" approach to the problems confronting the
ex-addict or addict-in- treatment--particularly the
problems revolving around issues_cf_employment7--has
brought to "figure" a host of questions previously
either relegated to or assumed to be a part of the
"ground" of the situation. Perhaps the single most
important result of this changing orientation toward
the treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicts has
been the growing realization that there are,at least
two broad areas or dimensions of the problem about which
there is precious little information or hard data.

The first has to do with the process (formal and
informal, institutionally-supported or individually-
initiated) by which those addicts and ex-addicts who
have gained entrance into the world of work achieved
TEEE access.

The second is related to the actual work experience
of addicts-in-treatment and ex-addicts once they have
become employed.

It is important that these two questions come under
direct research analysis for yet another, even more
crucial and overriding reason: unlike many other "dis-
advantaged" groups (e.g. the physically handicapped, the
ex-mental patient, the poor, the ex-alcoholic, etc.) the
pharmacologically-maintained addict or drug-free ex-
addict is still encapsulated in a mystique which labels
his/her "affliction"...as qualitatively and quantitatively
different from (and more ominous than) the problems that
other so-called "special interest groups" bring with
them to the work sutation. This.mystique, while clearly
related to both the public images projected by the media
and the effects of being an "unknown" but stigmatized
group, has resulted in barriers to employment that go
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beyond the "traditional" and often valid employer concerns
centering around such issues as educational achievement,
level of_skill_competency, lumber_ofjicompeting.groups"
and evidence of prior work stability. In short, tile-lack
of empirical data concerning the actual performance of
addicts and ex-addicts in_the employment situationT:-the
kind of data which would enable employers to develop a
better understanding-of this-population--has-both.contri-
buted to the continuing process of "addict and ex-addict
mystification" and, consequently, prevented potential
employers from making hiring decisions on the basis of
empirical data as opposed td -attitudes borne 'out-of-a
non-specific but all-encompassing fear of the addict-
in-treatment_and/or ex-addict as a distinctly different

The present study seeks to address itself to the
problem of "de-mystifying" the maintained drug addict
and the drug-free ex-addict by developing and imple-
menting a multi-stage research approach focusing primary
attention on:

The process by which addicts seek to gain
entrance into the world of work. and.secure.
employment; and

The actual job eXperience and performance of
addicts and ex-addicts once they become employed.



III. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The current_project,was_funded with several specific
goals anci objectives. These include:

A. To provide a description mid analysis of
the urban;labor markets-in,New-York,City, ,

New York and the Greater Boston, Massachu-
setts area in orderltodevelop-d-realiStit
context for assessing the employment-related
behavior of pharmacologically-maintained
and drug-free ex-addicts;

B. To describe the perceived process by which
maintained and drug-free ex-addicts negotiate
their,entranceptp, the worjd of work,iin two.
ineiropolitan areas; -

C. To define the consequences ,for eaCh orthe
'aboveA..groups)ofhp perpeived existence (or
llou-existence) of ins-Citutional supports
,(e.;g.,3_3413ages rehpbjiljr:

programs- and potential employers) in tne
;,; -eltip laymen eeking, ro ceS,S Eiv

:Alescribe4-and; aneilyze,the-acival,wCirk,
experience_ and performance of employed addicts
"and ex=addicts, with .specific ,referen'ce to j-813'

stability, upgrading, and
Voluntary or involuntary termination; and

E. To provide and ,organize employer aata".and-
evaluations:..-concerning the esuls, ofhving
hired indilviduals with drug iiidtories in'to
jobs at varying levels of skills and respon-
sibility in the New York area.

;)



IV., ORGZNIZATION OF THE FINAL REPORT

Given the varied contractual objectives of the ,

current investigation, this Final Report has been organized
so as to maximize the possibilities both for.clarity and
an orderly progressibn and sequenCe.of. data. presentation
and analysis. ,In all instances the attegipt hae;been, ;

made to organize'the report in such-a mannerythat. it_
mirrorsc in its.own formal structure, the goalS,as
stipulated in and by the grant., -

Part V of this report consists7of a:detaile4.
explication of the.research methods4 procedurgsjan
instruments specifically developed,for addressing;the,
variety of issues raised by the grant's objectives. Pre-
vious research in the-area of'addictionr.drug-rehabilita-,
tion and employment (Goldenberg, 1972; Ward, 1974) has
raised serious questions concerning the methodological
difficulties attendant. to almost all inquiry in this
field of study. -Primarily, these difficulties 'revolve

around questions concerning the actual _universe 1,4eing

approximated, the nature of the attempts made to
scientifically sample from this universe, and the kinds
of analyses utilized to treat the resultant data. Thus,

methodological questions concerning the, statistiCal
design of studies and research-in-this-fiel-d-havelLbeconte
important issues deserving of special attentiOn. Part V.
'of this report, then, seeks, to provide the re4.de r with
maximum information regarding the eamPling.proCedures
utilized, the particular, research designempfoYedo, the
methods by which the required questionnaireo were developed
and administered, the processes. adopted to analyze the

data, and the particular problems encountered in the
course of carrying out the research.

In Prt VI we turn our attention to the actual, data

upon which this report is based. As a whole, the purpose
of the section is to review and, wherever appropx:iate, to
present that data in as simple and direct spanner ai
possible.' Consequently, Part VI is divided inio"three
separate but related sections. Section A consists of
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a description and analysis of the New York City and Greater
Boston labor markets. Its primary purpose is two-fold:
first, to identify the similarities and differences in
the two labor markets in which the subjects of this study
are (presumably) seeking employment; and second, to
describe some of the labor market dynamics which affect
the type of job openings that actually become available
in both labor markets. The major intent of Section A
is to provide the reader with as accurate a picture as
possible of the overall "context" in which this research
project took place. In Section B we focus attention on
the process that characterizes job-seeking behavior as
that process is perceived by both ."clients" (i.e.,
maintained and/or drug-free ex-addicts) and "helpers"
(i.e., treatment and rehabilitation program personnel.
In addition, the data are analyzed in terms of the
consequences for clients of the preceived existence or
non-existence of manpower-related institutional supports.
Section C deals much more directly with the actual perfor-
mance behaVior.and experiences of addicts-in-treatment
and/or ex-addicts who, through one means or another, have
gained entrance into the world of work. Consequently, focus
is directed tadard such issues as job stability, upgrading,
and termination, and the attempt is made to provide and
organize employer data and evaluations (in New York City)
concerning the perceived results of having offered
employment to people with varying drug histories.

In Part VII the attempt is made, utilizing the
data developed and summarized in Part VI, to explicate
some of the more important policy-making implications of
-the -current-investigat-ion.--This-sect-ion--(-Summary-,. -Con-
clusions and Recommendations) seeks to provide planners
(as well as future investigators) with additional research
parameters around which program development might take
place in the broad area of drug addiction, treatment
and employment.

The Appendix section of the Final Report is composed
of the essential instruments and information utilized in
carrying out the work done under the current grant. It
includes:

A. The specific bibiography utilized in the
development of the Final Report;

B. A copy of the Questionnaires, Interview Schedules,
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and'other related research instruments utilized
to gather the data upon which this report is
based;

C. A supplementary and more comprehensive list
of references; and

D. A description of the PACT program and its
Management Information System.

2 9
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V EARCH METHODS :,:'!2.0CEDURES AND PROBLEMS

44. chapter deals solely with the::.tterview study
of d r program administrators and empl i cli which
was aucted in both methadone mainten4nce
free prclgrams in New Yo=k and the Greate- Boston area.

Basic search Issues:

Ir.cervicws with drug rehabilitation program directors
and clients were conducted in order to determine:

1) Program attitudes about the importance.of
employment ill-aiding ex-addicts to stay off
of heroin, and the degree of programmatic
emphasis on providing activities and maJcing
available staff members in order to maximize
clients' employability.

2) The types of job-seeking methods employed by
addicts, and the extent to which program-
initiated vs. client-initiated methods are-
effective.

3) Clients' perceptions of major impediments
to-obtaining_and_sustaining__employment.

4) The relationships among programmatic emphasis on
employment activities, job-seeking methods and
employment outcomes.

Specific Research Questions and Statistical Treatments*

1) programmatic emphasis on employability

a. To what extent do programs, independent of
location, and treatment modality, provide

*Interview items referred to herein are described
below in the section on scope and content of schedules.
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b.

alai..ta clients with activitl%tc which will
IJ,F.'1..*ese employability? Tr:3what extent
a,t1=Esse activities availanle in-house or-
111118tf 'Ilients be referred omsside the program
to evAage in them?

--779atment: Frequency distribution and
ntage of programs making available

vii.4)ific employment-related activities;
?etcantage of clients enrolled in these

o ,..strug programs differing in location (NY
Boston) or treatment modality (metha-
raintenance vs. drug-free) differ

3ziglaifIcantly in the extent to which
vlipi-anyment activities are provided?

--preatment; 2 X 2 factorial analyses of
Variance (ANOVA) by location and modality
for intra- or extra-mural grogrammatic
availability of specific activities, and
for programmatic hours devoted to activities.

c. Do programs differing in location and modality
differ in the extent to whLch they perceive
employment as important in helping clients
sustain heroin-free status:

--Treatment: 2 X 2 ANOVA by location and
z=aaity for perceived importance of
frr,3.oyment_for_maintenance _of drug-free

kte.

TO what extent do programs in general and
compared as to location and modality, exhibit
consistency between their perception of
the importance of employment in helping
clients stay aff heroin and their program-
matic emphasis on employment activities?

--T=eatment: Correlational Analysis.

i.)! For all programs, the correlation
_between their importance scale scores
and the number of different employment
activities that they respectively provide
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in-house; and the correl.itiioh between
their importance scale szores and-the
% of total staff resources that they
respectively devote to Emp1oyment
activities.

ii) For programs differing iT lontlation and
modality, comparative co- -saational
analyses.

2) Types of Job-Seeking Methods Used by- 7.:1ients

a. What are the attitudes of prog=su complet-fmrs
to various, program- or client-initiated
methods of seeking employment?

--Treatment:

i) For each of 12 methods of job seeking,
overall programs, the percentage of
clients using it, the average ranking
of the method in terms of perceived
usefulness and the percentage of
clients for whom each method was said
to have worked;

ii) T-tests comparing: the mean of the
average usefulness ranks given by
clients-to program-initiated methods
with the similar mean given to client-
initiated methods; the means for
program-initiated methods used and

whi-ch-worked-compared-with--the-similar
mean for client-initiated methods.

b. Are there differences attributable tm location
and modality with respect to program or client-
initiated methods?

--Treatment: 2 X 2 ANOVA for use0dieuse and
effective/ineffectiveness of metihodss
2 X 2 ANOVA overall program- vs,. ,client-
initiated methods, by location and. modality.

3) Clients' Percel5tions of Major Impediment to
Obtaining and Keeping Jobs

--Treatment: For each of -the 20 most Liically
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encountered irrziffiutents or problem. the
percent of clients who perceived ..:!= =3 be
among the 3 most of 3east serious..

4. -aelationships Among Itmorizt of Programmati=
Jemphasis on Employment, Job-Seeking Methods and
Empfoyment Outcomes

a. To what extent is a anent's perception- 'of
the usefulness off. Trogram-initiated -job
activities sand hi s. own program's actual emphasis
on employment-related :activities?

--Treatment: Correlational analysis.: Across
all program completers, the corration
between the individual's average ;rank given
to all Program-initiated activities iikth
respect to usefulness and,,the % of 7tzttal
staff resources .his program clevo-...d 1:3= the
general employment _activity of "belpimg
client get a job.."

To what extent is the amount of a przErgnon's
general employmemt activities concerned with
skill development -related to the nature of
employment gained?

--Treatment: Across all program complers,
Tie correlations betWeen the .of total
staff resources the individual's program
devoted to skill development :activities-

---andthe gross wearay salary af_his_first_
job, satisfaction,...with his first job, and
the-extent to whbch he perceived himself
able to handle a job of a higher level than
his first job.

c. Do urogram.-initiated methods result In more
facrable employment outcomes than do client-
i methods?

--Tread:meat-I Correlations betwn .az score
ref.lectintg-Inumb-of-prograrn-±2' iitdiated,
methods. mroiting.-,- :and:post .-treatmenztlweekly
salary, 153b:,sa ction.:and perm:Eyed
ability+ to' -hold at thigher-levw.1.



SLUJPAND CONTENT OF QUSTIONNARIES AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULES*

S A-Drug ProganEu71 Director Schedule for Self-Completical

TT=Is schedule was_atther mailed or individually dis-
tri:nume!d to drug prognami directors for scrutiny at the
timec=f our first conhaxt with them, when project goals
and_mods were explfrzted.

Its purpose was tz- ascertain basic information as to
the nature and compositonon of the program in the following
areas:

a. component of gnogram which is residential (if

number of clients served, currently enrolled,
potentially served;

c. sex, age, ethnic and/or racial background of
clients, whether or not they are on-welfare;

d_ emp2oyment status of clients before and during
proRecam involvement;

e. se=orai of" Job market' in: which clients are
empiloyed;

f. per=ntasP all clients placed with ar without
agency asaimritance;

4,- number Clf filling various-program functions
achdarLsocration , health and mental health sex-

includtng counseling; employment-related
prt4tions4,etc..Y, and amount of time spent by
pemsonnel iri ..T-rese positions;

L. rP-ci=trt- grogram. s taff ing changes .

*All questionnair are reproduced in Appendix B.
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Program Director Interview Blthedule A
The second schedule, administered to drug program

directors only, was designee to determine the availability
of non-vocational service.s, (educational, lega,t4 counseling)
within the program amid datordefication _services available
either within or out4de of the program, and tire -percen-
tage aof clients receiving -each service. It also asks,
thronsh open-ended gmestinniimg, what programmatic
prioties would be. -in the event of a hudget Amcrease.
Program Director Interview:Schedule B

-This ±nterview schedailie has two major emphases.
First, it was constructee.-.-o assess:

:a) .program dir o1 a.ttiltudes towards iactors
vthich facilitatelor ,impeds. client:maintenance
of .drug-free.,ste=s;

b) programmartc:perimptions of the importance ,of
employment.,±n helping..ex-addicts stay off iherodn.

Secondly, and crucial. to .the aims of .tha..study,
it focuses on :emplcgEment related .:services and :acztivities
in whimil -the torograssv e involved and.. those couts±de --to
,which i may refer:-.olkartts, and .on -various imethinds of
obtaininig e.raployment

Erroloyment-rellat activities are broker a:awn into
nine spacific activithea, eadi of which is ...oz..uiroed under
one---of --53nr genagr empEoymen=e-categoes-re-EsIgnatted ---
here bv ibmrlarr. zatrireza'r s)

Generw..i Preparation for Employability

I. Diagnosis of -vocational strengL. and
pref erences.

2. Pre-employment counseling and planning.

3. Job readiness training.
II. Skill npvelopmerit Necessary for 2Brapapylishility

7hnical skill. .train±ng.
aemedi-al--ed=ationtraining-.
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III. Helping a Client Get Employment

6. Job development and employer preparation.

7. Referral and placement activities.

IV. Follow-Up Activities to Help Clients Keep Jobs

8. Employer Follow-up.

9. Post-Employment activdties.

These will be referred to below as the 9 specific employ-
ment activities, the 4 general employment (categories
or) activities.

For each of the 4 general empaoyment authmities, pro-
gram directors were asked to rank order thearr in. terms of
their relative importance, and specify which -kf.
available internally (vin-house") and for kiirlairh cMients
were referred outside of the azrogram, -L.cp other: agencies.

For each of the 9 peci-F- aciiv±ties, dr:2g rarogram
directors were asked:

a) to rate its impowtarr4. In helping cIi!ants
-eIther procure or keep jabs;

b) -to- ..spec±fy

_by the. Tragisarm and ,Odtkiil were] -through
--extramural rferra514

to _indicate -what sta:ff 'members praviiPm each
activity and blow much total staff time was
devoted to i-,t;
and finally.

d) what per=erft, the =IxtraTrOz alifexts parti-
cipate eac;t1.' -of thfa:zaccrities.

Then directccm. w/e shown 11=t of 222 ±,tents each
of which representea a pa...ntial a:ambient ex._--adfricts might
face in getting i'rtployment.. taespondents corrld add
other i tems they Telt them prob-
lemati c . )

Then program: .dIrectors were:,:aaked to nomimate the. 3
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items believed to be most serious and those 3 believed
to be least serious.

The last portion of the schedule investigates the
utilization by programs and clients of the most typical
methods of finding employment. Basically, there were
6_referral or information sources, each of which could be
utilized 2 ways--formally (by program staff in behalf
of the client) or informally (by the client her or
himself, members of her or his family, or be friends
of the family.

12 Methods of Seeking Employment

1. Referral to employment agency by program itself.

2. Referral to employment agency by self, friends or
family.

M. Referral to another community agency by program
staff.

4. Referral to another community agency by self,
friends or family.

5. Referral to union by agency staff.

6. Referral to union by self, friends, or family.

7. Referral to Welfare department by agency staff.

8. Referral-to-Wellare-department-by-selfw-friends
or family.

9. Use of newspaper ads by agency.

10. Individual use of newspaper ads.

11. Referral,to specific employer by agency staff.

12. Referral to specific employer by self, friends or
family.

Directors were asked.to rank these problem items in
pairs in terms of which were perceived to be the most use-
ful, next most useful, etc.,

Finally-T-respondents-were-asked: _
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of all clients expressing specific vocational
aspirations what percent expressed attainable
goals;

b) for those who don't express attainable goals,
what reasons are postulated for their unattain-
ability;

how satisfied are clients with the employment
they obtain.

Clients Interview. Schedule C

Interview Schedule C focuses entirely on demographics
(age, sex, education, ethnicity and race) and other back-
ground characteristics of client, experience with drugs
and drug treatment programs and inquires extensively
into the client's actual employment experience.

Clients were interviewed about: the job they held
for the longest 'time before entering ,their drug treat-
ment programs; the nature and duration ct that job;
when, in the course of a particular client's addiction,
the job was held; circumstances of employer awareness of
addiction; amount of take-home pay; job satisfaction
and perceived ability to hold a higher job.

They were then asked similar questions about the job
at issue, the first job held either during treatment or
after completion of the treatment program. Finally they
were asked to indicate what, if any, employment-related
services-they would-have-found-useful-i,n-obtalning-a-job
but which were not available from the program.

Clients Interview Schedule D

Schedule D for clients was, in the main, constructed
to be an item-by-item paralle),. of Program Director
Schedule A so that comparisons could be made between
attitudes and perceptions of program administrators and
experience of clients.

The major unique component consisted of questions
designed to assess the ex-addicts' evaluation of the
actual usefulness of the 12 methods of obtaining employ-
ment, which'they used and which of the methods used
actually worked. They were also asked whether they had



expressed specific vocational goals to the program staff,
whether or not the program tried to help them reach these
goals and, if not, the reasons clients advanced for the
programs' lack of helpfulness.
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Relationships with Drug Treatment Programs

Most=rganizations, whether primarily concerned with
the delivem7 of services, education or "rehabilation,"
or involved in the (development, manufacture and marketing
of products of all kinds, or those responsible for the
formulation and administration of policy, are at least
anthivalent im their receptivity towards research which
involves the .gathering of data relating to the functioning
and effectiveness of their programs. Regardless of
whether the vesearch is initiated externally or from within,
many program administrators. and staff members feel vul-
nerable to and suspicious of the (imagined or probable)
consequences mhich research could havefor the continued
survival and growth of their organization as well as
for their own jobs. (Ironically, this can sometimes be
the case especially in human services organizations,
where staffmembers feel confident their group is
effectively mee-timg- programmatic goals: if you do your
job tool-mail, yam may work yourself into obsolescence;
if, in a_ time ccEetrophying funding sources, you-under-
spend your bmd5ge you may be denied the additional
funds necessary Zor justified growth and more affective
functioning.)

Another typical problem encountered in the research
receptivity of service programs is the feeling on the
part of bardpressed staff members that any diversion of
time will drain off energy from urgent and concrete help
to patients, clients, students in the here-and-now in _

favor of :some indirect, vague and unlikely future
-56nefit. ime (if-it ever existed)-o-f-re-archars
being greeted with open arms has been replaced by one of
mistrust towards objectives of those perceived as uncom-
mitted to the organizational goals. As we would expect,
the problems involved in gaining entry for research
efforts are exacerbated in fields characterized by fear
or suspicion, internal controversy, and intense competition
over diminishing funds.

Since the field of drug rehabilitation is clearly, one
of these, we were, throughout our contacts with drug
treatment groups, particularly sensitive to the justified
skepticism and possible resistance of staff members and
clients in both methadone maintenance and drug-free programs.
The project staff devoted much time and ':are to developing
the sense of understanding and atmosphere of acceptance



necessary for the research to proceed.

In a few situations, an institution sponsoring pro-
grams had set up formal committees which were responsible
for screening proposed research projects, particularly
in terms of human ethics and sound medical and social-
psychiatric practice. In those cases we went through
the formal procedures necessary for acceptance of the
proposal, modifying and strengthening our approach
in response to,constructive criticisms.

In the case of'programs which were components of
a centrally coordinated effort (such as the Boston City
Hospital Methadone Maintenance clinics) we first con-
tacted the individuals responsible for over-all adminis-
tration and then met individually, with each program or
clinic director and any other staff members they wished
included. The nature and purposes of the etudy were
explained in great detail.

In the case of all programs, members of the project
staff met with program staff members, explaining the
background and goals of the research, and explaining in
great detail our research procedures and, the content
areas covered in each of the questionnaires, to be admin-
istered to clients or staff members.

We-were particularly concerned.with. assuring pro-
grams of the coMplete confidentiality of information
and the development of clear and acceptable provisions for
maintaining anonymity, of clients, not only in the analysis
and write-up of research reports but also throughout
the period of selection of interviewing of respondents.
Program staff members were also assured that neither
themselves not their programs would be identifiable in
our report.

We endeavored to establish a process of ongoing
communication with all programs and to be responsive to
concerns and suggestions which were expressed in the
course of our contacts. In particular, the Informed
Consent Form (See Exhibit #1) was developed on the basis
of maximum interchange with agencies. We also provided
for drug treatment program review of the final report of
the drug research team.

In the Boston area we shared our goals and procedures
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EXHIBIT V.1

INFORMED CONSENT

k The purpose of this study is to provide help to government agencies
r and drUg treatment programs, in creating better programs to help

ex-heroin addicts find better opportunities for employment. We
need to find out from heroin addicts-in-treatment, who now have
or have had full time jobs, how treatment agenices helped or did
not help them in getting employment. We will also be asking
drug treatment program directors similar questions.

The method of doing the study is to ask you questions in an
interview. In the interview you will be asked questions about
yourself and about your employment. No one connected with the
study will know your name or the name of your nmployer. No
employers will be interviewed in this study. Your signature on
this form will not be seen by the interviewer but will be kept
by the drug program you have been ov now connected with.

The interview will last about one half hour and at the end of
the interview you will be paid five (5) dollars for your
participation.

It is our opinion that Your participation in the study carries
no risk in any form. A possible benefit to you from participation
in this research will be the development of better methods for
assisting heroin addicts-in-treatment to find full time employment.

If you have any questions about the purpose of the study br about

0
the interview itself ask the interviewer and he will be glad'tó
answer any questions. If you decide, at any time, that you do not
want to participate, you are free to stop and the interview form
will be destroyed.

I have read the above statement and have had all questions satis-
factorily answered about the purpose of the study and the inter-
view. I understand the purpose of the study and understand that
I will be asked questions about myself and about employment that
I now have or have had. I have voluntarily agreed to participate
in this study without threat of,harm from any source. I further
understand that no one connected with the study will know my
name, the name of my employer or where I am employed and that no
employers will be interviewed as a part of this study.

I understand, also, that I will be paid the sum of five (5)
dollars upon completion of the interview.

SIGNED
WITNESS
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
DATE
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with the larger community which is involved in drug
rehabilitation, we made presentations to the Region VI
Drug Program Coalition, and scheduled periodic joint
research reviews between our drug research team and the
Massachusetts state drug coalition. As a consequence of
these activities, relationships of trust and openness
were established between the project and many of the
drug treatment programs in Massachusetts.

In the New York area the collaborative process was
expedited through the ongoing activities and relationships
that have existed for some time between PACT (Provide
Addict Care Today), and New York drug treatment pro-
grams.

Criteria for Selection of Drug Rehabilitation Programs

Boston

Methadone Maintenance Programs

There.were no sampling decisions necessary in.selecting
10 methadone maintenance programs in Massachusetts. Since
only 10 such programs existed at the time the project
was proposed, the entire population of programs had to
be included.

The ten programs included four methadone_maintenance
clinics which are part of a single agency in Boston.*
However, since each clinic has its own administration,
metropolitan location and clientele, we felt it to be
legitimate to consider the four as separate programs
for the purpose of the study.

We also found that two of the Massachusetts agencies
have both drug-free and methadone maintenance programs.
Because of the limited number of methadone maintenance
programs available, we decided to treat both of these
agencies as methadone maintenance section of the clinic.

Because all methadone programs in Massachusetts

*For the purposes of this study, Boston is considered
as a greater metropolitan area, including the City of
Boston and densely populated cities and towns having
common borders with the City of Boston.



are public programs, they served to form the basL2 for
selection of drug-free programs in geographic proximity.

Boston

Drug Free Programs

In order to be included in the Boston sample a
drug-free program had:

a) Preferably to be located in the City of Boston.
However, bause we had to use 4 methadone
maintenance programs located in Greater Metro-
politan Boston, we decided to match these
programs with four drug-free programs which
were geographically close. (All four of the
drug-free programs happened to be residential.)

b) To provide treatment for heroin addiction.

c) To have provided treatment for at least a year
on the premises of the program (e.g., not to be
a referral agency or a hotline).

d) To be able to provide access to 10 of the most
recent program completers, * who were employed
full time upon the completion of the program
and by the same program that treated him (or
her).

.

In addition,

e) The drug free sample should include both residen-
tial and non-residential settings, with the
latter programs constituting up .to 50% of the
total of the drug free sample.

All drug-free programs in Massachusetts were reviewed
relative to criteria b) and c) above by the Massachusetts
Department of Mental Health, Division of Drug Rehabili-
tation. By law, this office must license all treatment
programs in the Commonwealth. A total of 19 programs,

*"Program completer" is a person who meets one or
more of the following criteria:

a) Heroin free
b) Completed prescribed course of treatment
c) Does not require full-time treatment
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all private, were included.

As was described above, 4 of the drug-free programs
were greater Boston programs matched with greater Boston
methadone programs.

Of the remaining_15, 9 were locatedjn Bostonc,aud
of these 9 four provided non-residential services and
were selected in order to allow us to compare residential
vs. non-residential greater Boston programs, of the
remaining 5, residential centers in Boston, two were
selected randomly.

Table 1 on the following page shows the universe
of Massachusetts drug programs and the results of
sampling.

New York

Methadone Maintenance Programs

Selection of methadone maintenance programs in New
York followed the selection of the sample of drug free
programs. In order to match New York programs with
Massachusetts programs, which were public, each drug
free New York program was matched with a public metha-
done maintenance program geographically as near as
possible to it.

After each methadone program so selected, we deter-
mined whether it met criterion d) (permitting access
to 10 recent program completers). In the few cases where
this criterion could not be met, the geographically near
programs were substituted.

New York

Drug-Free Programs

Except, obviously, for geographical location, criteria
for the selection of drug-free programs in New York were
the same as for Massachusetts.

From the list of all residential drug-free programs
in New York, five programs were randomly selected. In

every case wherein such a program failed to meet criteria,
the next randomly selected program would be substituted
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TABLE V.1

TOTAL DRUG PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION AND ACTUAL SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION - BOSTON

TOTAL

UNIVERSE DRUG-FREE METHADONE MAINTENANCE

Size 19 10

Location Boston Extra-Boston Boston Extra-Boston

9 10 6 4

Character Res N-R Res N-R

5 4 10 0

Res N-R

0 6

Res N-R

0 4

ACTUAL

SAMPLE

Size 10

Location Boston Extra-Boston Boston

6 4 6

Character Res N-R Res N-R

2 4 4 0

Res N-R

0 6

10

Extra-Boston

4

Res N-R

0 4



until all criteria were met.

From the list of all drug free programs providing
non-residential care in New York, 5 programs were selected
at random, and other randomly selected programs substi-
tuted whenever all criteria could not be met.

The breakdown of New. York drug program and sample
distzibution is shown im Table 2.

-Selection of Programnrompleters for All Programs

:Since previous sampling experience indicated that
aasalbject pool twice:the size of the needed:N is neces-
-sa4y to fill the experimental cells, all programs (New
Mczek and Boston, methadone maintenance and drug-free)
weme asked to providaccess to the last ll)program
complaters who becam employed full time e.thher while in
treatment or uPon completion of the program- Clients
employed directly by 'programs which they were or had
been ,enrolled were excluded from the sample.

The ten completers were ranked according to how long
they had been employed. The.process of selection started
.with the most recently employed and, of these, the first
five clients who could be contacted and agreed to be
interviewed, were considered to represent the sample from
a particular program. Members of the research staff
were never given clients' names by anyone, program
staff or otherwise. The only times in which anonymity
was broken was when clients, understanding our cominit-
ment to confidentiality, gave their names to project
interviewers, fully understanding our commitment
to confidentiality and our promise not to identify anyone
in the research material or ensuing reports.

ach subject was given $5 for his or her collabora-
tion in giving up their time and being interviewed. (The
Interviewing times usually took from one-half to one
hour.)

Interviewer Training

Interview schedules were revised several times on
the basis of experience gained from pilot testing and
feedbf..ck from outside the products.

Interview training was oriented toward: standardization
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TOTAL
UNIVERSE

TABLE V.2

TOTALLDRUG PROGRAM MSTRIBUTION AND
ACTUAL SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION

DRUG-FREE METHADONE MAINTENANCE

Size 76 72

Location :New York City. New Yotk City

Character Res Non Res Res Non Res
56 20 2 70

SAMPLE

Size 10 10

Location New York City New York City

Character Res Non Res Res Non Res
6 4 0 10

4 9
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of interview techniques in Boston and New Yorkp the
development of the ability to anticipate problems and
questions which could arise during the course of the
interviews; the clarification of the interviewers'
role; the assurance that clear, appropriate, understandable,
non-jargonistic language was used, not cmly in the inter-

-view-schedules but-in-the-dialogue-between-intexviewer____
and client; adjustments in timing of intervieustru-
ments; revisions in question format according= "task"
difficulty.

In these ways, the training served the dual function
of both training and instrument adjustment to both inter-
viewers and int(Irviewees.

An ex-heroin addict with drug program experience
(first as a client, and, later, as a staff member) was
employed in role-playing as an interviewee in the New
York and Boston interviewer training sessions. The
trainees alternated as interviewets and obsetvers, thus
both generating and identifying:przsblerns in procedures.

Such problems, which, as expected, materhAlized,
included: problems of vocabulary-ana slang, interpre-
tation and:meaning, interviewer _bias, clients' riculty
in performing or ranking lists of items, intervthewer
confusion over explication, etc.

The actual process of selection of the research
sample agencies in New York was more difficult than in
Boston for two reasons. First, there are many more drug
rehabilitation programs--methadone malartenance aard. :drug-
freethan in Boston- Second, Massadhusetts hasl(extensive
information on all programs through its "singlelstate
agency," the State Department of Mental Health's Division
of Drug Rehabilitation, which is in dharge of licensing
and state and federal funding, as well as a very represen-
tative State Coalition of Drug Agencies.

The first step in the data collection process, after
sample selection, was to send a letter to the agency, (see

Exhibit 2) describing the study and asking for their
cooperation for the program director's interviews, and
for the major work of identifying and contacting clients.
We included with each letter a description of the study
(Exhibit 3) and, for all Massachusetts agencies, a
letter from M.A.S.H., the statewide coalition, asking for
cooperation (Exhibit 4).
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EXHIBIT V.2

Sister Caroline Smith
Providence Hospital
1233 Main Street
Holyoke, MA

Dear Sister Caroline Smith:

The Drug Action Research Team (DART) is currently
studying some of the problems that heroin 'addicts-in-
treatment and ex-addicts have in seeking, -securing, and
retaining employment. (A more detailed description of
the study is enclosed for your information). We feel
that this is a worthwhile study that will aid funding
sources and agencies alike in selecting priorities for
future programming in the area of employment.

We are seeking the assistance of your program in
this research in the following ways. First,- we would
like your agency to answer a questionnaire that-is in
two parts. The first part will be sent to you for self-

_completion. It concerns, primarily, demographic and
program data. The second is an interview to be answered
by the Program Director of your program(s). Thfs''iriter-
view will take about one hour to completec Your agency
will not be identified in this research.

Drug Action Research Team
2_ ParkSquare.
Boston, MA 02116

Secondly, we would like to interview some ex-,iddicts
who have been a part of your program and who have obtained
employment while under treatment. Because confidentiality
is of major concern we do not want to know the names of
the ex-addicts but, rather would ask that your progiam
assist us by setting up appointments between the inter-
viewer and the people to be interviewed. Specifically,
we would like to interview five (5) of the last ten (10)
ex-heroin addicts- from your program who-became emEloyea
full time while -in treatment. They may still be on
methadone mainfenance but should not be employed in your
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program. It is not necessary that they be currently
employed. They will be paid five dollars each for the
interview.

No employers will be interviewed as part of this

_study:

The Massachusetts Department of Mental Health,
Division of Drug Rehabilitation requires that in all
interviews with people in programs, that the interviewees
be informed of the purposes of the study priorjo being
questioned and that they sign a statement that they
have been so informed and have agreed voluntarily to the

interview. We intend to conform to this requirement Iput

in order to maintain confidentiality ask that the signa-
tures be obtained by your program and be kept by you.
This will insure that the interviewers will not have
access to the names. We wil supply the forms for this.

Mr. Melvin Moore, interviewer for the study will be
calling you in the next few days in order to answer any

questions you have and to set up an appointment, at your
convenience, for the interview with your program direc-

tor(s).

We would like to call your attention to the fact
that this research is being undertaken withthe_full
approval of the statewide coalition of drug programs
M.A.S.H. (A letter is enclosed from Mr. Sam Serino,
Executive Director of that agency).

We look forward to working with you on this valuable

research. We have agreed with M.A.S.H. that, prior to the
submission of the final report to Washington we will
discuss the results with the programs assisting us in
this research in order to give them the opportunity to
provide their input to the report if.they wish. We
think that this will provide you with first hand results
of the study as well as the opportunity to criticize
and/or add to it.

Thank you in advance for your assistance in this

/cont.
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research. Please feel free to call at (617) 357-5545
if you have questions.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Benjamin S. Hersey
Project Director

I. Ira Goldenberg
Principal Investigator

5 3
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EXHIBIT V.3

Drug Action Research Team
2 Park Square
Bostbn, MA 02116

TO: Massachusetts Drug Agencies

DATE: April 23, 1974

RESEARCH SUMMARY

The purpose of our research is to try to

place, problems and potentials of employment and/or

preparation within the overall process.of ,iehabilitation

through which heroin addicts pass. We hope to be able

describe the kinds of issues that either assist or resist

the efforts of those addicts-in-treatment and ex-addicts

who want to work. We hope to be able to trace and sum-
,

marize the kinds of pathways that employment-seeking

addicts and ex-addicts currently use in their efforts to

gain and hold jobs, and to make recommendations concerning

the kinds of resources that might or could be developed

to help such -people.

This research is a direct result of some of our

previous research in the area of addiction and employment.

This earlier research showed rather clearly the, barriers

that confront job-seeking ex-addicts and/or addicts-in-



treatment --- they are primarily barriers on the part of

potential employers. Nevertheless, some addicts, be it

because of their own ingenuity, do find jobs. Thus,

part of the purpose of our current research project is

not only to describe the processes they used to obtain

and retain these jobs, but also to indicate that the

rehabilitated addict, if he chooses to enter the general

"world of work," can function as effectively and produc-

tively as workers who do not have histories involving

the use of drugs.

These are, hopefully, potential policy issues

connected with this phase of our research. Specifically,

we hope to develop and analyze data which will have direct

resource implications with respect to drug treatment

programs. Independent of specific policy outcomes,

however, we hope to develop the kind of analysis through

which ex-addicts and addicts-in-treatment who have success-

fully negotiated the "world of work" can share their

experiences in ways that will be helpful to others.

5 5
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EXHIBIT V.4

M.A.S.H. Inc.
102 Brook Street

Brighton, MA 02135

At the March meeting of the Board of Trustees of
M.A.S.H., Inc. the Bodrd unanimously approved of a
research project being conducted by Benjamin S.'Hersey
and I. Ira Goldenberg, Ph.D. of D.A.R.T.,-regarding the
employment difficulties of ex-addicts in the job market.

The study is being conducted in order,to aid the
government in making future decisions ,regarding the
allocation of resources in the area of employment of ex-
addicts. The study hopefully will identify some problems
that ex-addicts incur in the job market and provide input
for future planning for drug programs to deal with them.

We hope you will be able to cooperate with the study.
If you have any questions please contact me.

SGA/jmt
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Sincerely yours,

Samuel C. Serino
Executive Director
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Following the letter the interviewer would phone
the particular drug rehabilitation program in order to
discuss its response to our aims and material, to
determine whether the program will help obtain the client
interviews, and to establish a time for interviewing
the program director.

Frequently, the agency'director would wait tO sche-
dule the interviews until he had an opportunity for
discussion with staff. (This is partially the result
of a desire for democratic procedure characteristic
of such programs, but also because of the cautiousness
with which all programs greet outsiders nowadays.)

5 7
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Problems with SanL,9EI'DruProranis

The research design called for sampling of administra-
tors and clients from 40 drug rehabilitation programs,
of which 20 were located in New York, 20 in Massachusetts.
Although we made exhaustive efforts to obtain the full
sample, and extended the time for interviewing rather
beyond the point of diminishing returns, we were unable
to obtain interviews from 5 programs or their substi-
tutes. That is, we obtained interviews from administrators
of 35 out of 40 programs, and from 156 out of the expected
sample of 200 clients.

Of the 5 absent programs, I was from New York and
4 from Massachusetts.

As might be expected, we had more problems with
ambulatory than residential programs, and more problems
in contacting completers of drug-free programs than
ex-addicts who were on methadone maintenance. While
the latter could be relied on to show up regularly
to obtain their methadone dosage, ;nost ex-clients of
drug free programs were difficult to reach, and to
set up appointments with, especially because the guarding
of their anonymity restrained our interviewing staff
from making any direct contact which required knowledge
of the clients' names.

The New York program we could not obtain data from
was ambulatory and the clients either could not be
reached after many attempts, or missed appointments.

Regarding the 4 "missing" Massachusetts programs,
a variety of factors made data collection impossible.
In the case of one program, the interyiewer, an exper-
ienced professional, estimates making over 2,000 calls
without pay-off. In two other cases, the program
director refused to participate unless we could reim-
burse the programs for the extensive amount of staff
time that would have to be spent in searching out employed
ex-clients and arranging interviews. In the last Massa-
chusetts case, we were initially delayed due to the
lengthy human subjects committee review process, and
then, on finally gaining approval for the research,
were unable to make contact before it became too late
to include the interviews in the data analysis.
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In the case of one Massachusetts program, we did
obtain a complete set of interviews with the staU
director of a very small program but we wete stymied
by the program's inability to locate employed clients,

.most of whom had left the area. This program was,
therefore, excluded from the data analysis, which is
why the N of programs is 34 instead of 35.

The following tabulation shows the obtained
distribution of program and clients by location and
modality.

Programs Clients

New York-Methadone Maintenance 10 50
New York-Drug Free 45
Massachusetts-Methadone

Maintenance 7 28
Massachusetts-Drug Free 8 33

Total 34 156

III. The Massachusetts Situation: A Preliminary
Description

As the foregoing discussion indicates, we have had
much greater difficulty in obtaining interviews in Massa-
chusetts than in New York. Although problems of
researching 'drug programs in Massachusetts are many and
complex, they seem to arise from three factors which have
to do with the relative size of Massachusetts programs,
their structure and stability and political issues.
First, Massachusetts programa tend to have much fewer
participants than do programs in New York. Each,program,
therefore represents a smaller pool of potential respon--
dents and more effort required to maintain high standards
for confidentiality. By the same token, there are signi-
ficantly fewer programs in Massachusetts; thereby limiting
the number of alternative research sites in the event a
particular site falls through. Likewise, the pool of
employed clients is likely to be very small in any one
program.

Secondly, programs in New York tend to be more
centrally structured, and within each treatment modality,
more responsive to public agencies, and more interdependent.

5 9



Within each treatment modality, they seem more homogeneous
in terms of practices and values. On the other hand,
Massachusetts programs tend to be very autonomous from
state and local agencies, as well as being much more
loosely organized individually. Whereas many New York
programs provide a wide spectrum of services to their
clients, such broad supportive services are rarely found
in Massachusetts. Finally, not only because_of the small
size of programs and the precariousness of their funding,
but also because of their relative youth and experi-
mental nature, particular programs may be severely cut
in budgetary support, terminated, or they may change
either their approach or the kind of client population
served--all in the course of the research project.

Third, and very much linked with the preceding
points, the willingness of particular programs to .

cooperate with any "outsiders" is greatly affected by
political considerations,particularly in terms of
programs' relationships with funding and regulatory
agences and in terms of differences in therapeutic
and Eolitical outlook. For example: a program which
has recently suffered major budget cuts is not likely
to welcome researchers whom they see as coming in under
the aegis of the agency which cut their budget; pro-
grams which are barely surviving in terms of resources
and available staff time are not likely to be able to
spend time securing anonymous respondents without some
form of compensation, which we were obviously unable to
provide for them. Also, there have been bitter and
long-term conflicts within the field of drug rehabilita-
tion over issues such as the addictive dangers of metha-
done and the violation of privacy'through the establishment
of data banks. Such conflicts have limited the capacity
of the "good offices" of any agency in helping us gain
access to programs.

Characteristics of Ex-Addict Sample

The follcwing table, which is self-explanatory,
displays some basic characteristics of the sample of

clients.
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FIGURE V.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF EX-ADDICT SAMPLE

Mean Age
Mean Age of First Drug Addiction
Months in Program
Percentage of Clients Still Enrolled
Percentage of Clients who have been in

Residential Programs
Mean Months in Residence
Mean Years of Schooling Completed
Percentage of High-School Drop-outs
Percentage of High School Graduates
Percentage with Education Beyond

High School
Percentage with High School
Equivalency (GED)

27 years
18.39 years
15.8 months
69.23%

39.45%
4.57 months
11.31 grades
51.95%
25.32%

22.73%

21.51%

Sex: Male Female
73.72

Race and Ethnicity: White Black Hispanic
TrITN 377-87% 16.03%

American Indian NA
.6436

Marial Status: Sin le Married Separated or Divorced
21.79% 21.16%

Widowed
1.92c

Common-Law Marriage or Cohabitation
5.77%

Mean Pre-Treatment Weekly Pay: $123.41
Mean Post-Treatment Weekly Pay:, $127.92
Number of Clients Served by pidividual Programs:

Mean Number of Clients Enrolled: 152.36
Mean Number of Residential Clients:-- 25.09
Maximum Program Client Capacity: 212.63
Mean Number of Clients Served Per Year: 322.94
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VI. RESEARCH RESULTS

A. The Labor Market Context: A Summar of the
Possibi ities and Pro lems of Employment in the
New York City and Boston, MassaChusetts Areas.

The major purpose of this sub-section of the Results
portion of the Final Report is to provide the reader
with some understanding of the overall employment possi-
bilities and probl=s that confront individuals (be they
addicts, ex-addicts or people with no drug histories)
who seek employment in the New York City, New York and/or
Boston, Massachusetts areas. Such an understanding, we
feel, is essential if we are to generate an accurate
or acceptably comprehensive picture of the employment
(or non-employment realities that comprise the "world of
work" as it currently exists. It is within this
contexf that the current investigation took place; it
will be within this context that much of our data will
have to be analyzed and evaluated; and it is within this
context that our recommendations will assume their
form and structure. New York City's manufacturing
industries plus the evidence from unpublished data on the
non-manufacturing sectors of _New York City's economy,
allow for rough estimates to be made. These sources
imply that the number of hires that occur in a metro-
politan labor market over the course of a year may equal
between one-fourth and one-third of the total number of
jobs that exist there. MUch of this ,Ictivity is due to
the repeated filling and refilling of the least attractive
lowest paying jobs in the local economy: the gas station
attendants, laundry workers, packers and wrappers, factory
laborers, busboys, dishwashers, porters and maids. Yet
even here the competition may become acute, when there
are more people looking for these jobs than there are
openings. The least "qualified" dishwasher, the least
experienced gas station attendant, the least desirable
applicant for a factory helper or laundry labor job may
not be hired, even for the jobs no one would really want,
ITthey had any choice at all. (See Appendix E for
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Detailed Description of Labor Market Context.)

B. Program Resources, Services and Client Job-Seeking
Expeiiences

For purposes of clarity, the materials and data
summarized in this section (B) of the Results Chapter have
been organized into three separate sub-sections. These
sub-sections are:

1. Program Reports Of the Importance, Availa-
bility and Utilization of Manpower-Related
Services and Resources in the Rehabilitative
Process;

2. Client Perceptions and Reports of Employment-
Seeking Methods; and

3. Relationship Between Programmatic Emphasis on
Employment and Client Experiences of the Impact
and/or Effectiveness of such Emphases and
Related Resources.

1. Program Reports of the Importance, Availability and
Utilization of Man?ower-Related- SerVices in the
Client Rehabilitation Process.

The overall question of the importance of employment
and employment-related activities in the addict rehabili-
tative process is the key contextual parameter around
which this entire study is organized.. As indicated
below (Figure IV., B. 1.), as a whole, the programs-sampled
in this investigation (independent of location and modalit )
perceive employment to be an important aspect of r a ili-
tation. Fully 94.11% of the programs surveyed saw
employment as positively related to success in the
rehabilitative process.

6 3
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FIGURE VI.B.1

HISTOGRAM OF THE PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYMENT.
IN THE ACHIEVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF HEROIN7FREE STATUS

35
Mean
Program 30'

Response
Percentage

20

10

94.11%

35.29 35.29

23.53

Extreme- Very Impor-
ly Im- Impor-, twit'
portant' tant

_ ....

5.88 0.00

Unimpor- Extreme-
tant ly Unim-

portant

Differences, however, do occur in the comparative
emphases placed on the perceived importance of emPloyment in
the rehabilitative process. As can be seen in Table VI.B.1
(see below), the programs sampled in New York attach
even greater import to the "world of work" as a rehabili-
tative lever in the lives of their clients than do the
programs surveyed in Massachusetts.i

1For this variable, a low score signifies less importance.
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TABLE VI.13.1.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PROGRAM PERCEPTION OF THE IMPORTANCE

OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF HEROIN-FREE STATUS

LOCATION-MODALITY

NY - MM

NY - DF

MA - MM

MA - DF

SCORES

2.0

1.4

1.3

2.3

F = Ratio Location F =
4.349*

LEGEND: NY = New York MM = Methadone Maintenance
MA = Massachusetts DF = Drug Free

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

With respect to the actual in-house provision of
em?loyment-related activiEles, tIg programiTilagrilrin
this study vary wilh respect to both the nuinber and
kind of such resources and/or activities available.
Table VI.B.2 is a descriptive summary of the provision of
9 specific employment activities. As can be seen, the
activities least available (and, presumably, least
offered) internally are thOse related to actual skill
training (26.5%). On the other hand, thegaiiiities
most available are those related to counselin5, either
pre-vocational (91.2%) or post-vocational (85.3%) in
nature.

6 5.
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TABLE VI.13.2

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF 9 SPECIFIC EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES

PROVIDED IN-HOUSE

In-House Employment Activity

1. Vocational Dx 76.5 26

2. Pre-CoUnseling 91.2 31

3. Job Readiness 64.7 22

4. Skill Training 26.5 9

5. Remedial Education 55.9 19

6. Job Development 61.8 21

7. Referral-Placement 73.5 25

8. Follow-Up 61.8 21

9. Post-Counseling 85.3 29

TOTAL N 34

The picture of available employment-related services
changes somewhat when one "adds" to the activities
provided "in-house" those which programs have access to
-externally or outside their own settings. In Table VI.B.3
(see below), we have summarized the overall provision-of
or access-to employment-related resources. Thus, while
Pre- and Post-Counseling activities remain high (97.5 and
90.4Y, tfie activities related to actual skill training
approach (and in some cases surpass) the levels of
counseling available in-house.

6 6
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TABLE VI.B.3

PERCENT OF 9 SPECIFIC EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES PROVIDED BOTH
IN-HOUSE AND/OR EXTERNAL TO TH:T. REHABILITATION PROGRAM

EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Vocational Dx 91.2

2. Pre-Counseling 97.5

3. Job Readiness 82.5

4. Skill Training 91.4

5. Remedial Education 89.3

6. Job Development 77.3

7. Referral-Placement 96.4

8. Follow-Up 72.5

9. Post-Counseling 90.4

Given the kind and number of employment-related
activities available within programs themselves, it is
important to describe the distribution of "client
enrollments" in such in-house activities. In Figure VI.B.2
(see below) we have compiled a histogram summary of client
participation in the 9 job-related activities. As can
be seen, with the exception of follow-up (13.56%
client enrollment), the lowest enrollment percentages
occur in those activities that could be described as
actual job preparation (Skill Training, Remedial
Education and Job Development). The highest client
enrollment, on the other hand, occurs in those activities
involving vocational assessment and pre-counseling.
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FIGURE VI.13.2

PROGRAM REPORTS OF CLIENT PARTICIPATION IN 9 JOB-RELATED.
ACTIVITIES

Mean

Clients
Enrolled
in
In-House
Programs

60

50

40

30'

20

10

35.77

52.22

46.96

26.94

tt.1.

30.68
29.07

13.56

4-)
tn g
g tn 0) 4.) 04
-H tn tn 1-1 E rd g z
.-I a) g co

a) g -1 r-I 04 g 1
(i) -i r-I g %I .--1 0 0

I g rtl 1-1 -r-I a) C.) 0 C.) r-I00 ..clni -Ha) erg al> 4-in Hi
SA 0 0 W ,s4 $4 w 0 0 W r-I 0
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An even clearer (if somewhat less differentiated)
picture concerning job-related, in-house activities
emerges thrcugh the process of collapsing the 9 specific
job-related activities into 4 general employment activities.
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In Table VI.B.4 (see below) we have summarized this data.
As can be seen, the highest percentages of In-house-
available activities occur in those general areas
dealing with_ General Preparation and Follow-up (91.2 and
81.8% respectively). The lowest percentages are related
to actual Skill Development and Job Development activities.
The same pattern holds up, with one important exception
(Skill Development = 89.66%) when In-house-provided
activities are coupled with those available externally
to the rehabilitation program (see Table VI.B.5).

TABLE' VI.B.4

THE IN-HOUSE PROVISION OF 4 GENERAL EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES
BY REPORTING PROGRAMS

GENERAL ACTIVITIES

1. General Preparation 31 91.2

2. Skill Development 18 62.1

3. Job Development 26 78.8

4. Follow-Up 27 81.8

6 9
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TABLE VT.B.5

THE PROVISION OF 4 GENERAL EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES
(BOTH IN-HOUSE AND EXTERNALLY) BY REPORTING PROGRAMS

GENERAL ACTIVITIES.

1. General Preparation 91.18

2. Skill Development 89.66

3. Job Develdpment 78.79

4. Follow-Up 81.82

Having developed the very general parameters of
this study, we now turn our attention to an in-depth
analysis of the comparative data; that is to say to
the comparisons that emerge with respect to the indepen-
dent variables of location (New York City and Massachusetts)
and treatment modality (Methadone Maintenance and Drug-
Free). -

The first, and perhaps most important issue to be
addressed, could be phrased in the following manner:
Do different types of treatment programs (methadone
maintenance vs. diug-free) and/or different_geographic
areas (Massachusetts vs. New York City) differ signifi-
cantly in the extent to which they provide various types,
of employment and employment related activities?

The answers, at least in terms of the data generated
by this study, are summarized in Table VI.B.6 (see
below). As can be seen, in terms of the provision of
9 specific In-House employment-related services, there
are no major-effect differences with respect to Voca-
tional Diagnosis, Pre-Employment Counseling or Post-
Employment Counseling. Location appears to make a
significant difference with respect to the provision
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of such services as Job Readiness, Job Development,
Referral-Placement, and Follow-Up--the New York-based
programs provide these services to a much larger extent
than their Massachusetts-based counterparts. It also
appears to be the case that Drug-Free programs (inde-
pendent of location) provide more In-House services in
the areas of Skill Training and Remedial Education.

7 1
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TABLE VI.B.6,

PROVISION OF 9 SPECIFIC IN-HOUSE EMPLOYMENT-RELATED SERVICES BY LOCATION.AND MODALITY

Employment-Related In-House Services

F.

Location- VOC-DX Pre- Job Skill Remedial Job Ref. Follow- Poht-

Modality Counsel Readi-

ness

Train-

in,

Edu-

cation

Devel. Place-

ment

up Counsel

NY-MM2 .900 .900 ,900 .100 .400 .800 .800 ,800 .900

NY-DFx .667 1.000 ,667 .444 .889 .889 1.000 .778 1 0001"

MA-MM
x

.571 .714 .143 .000 .143 .143 .429 .286 ,571

MA-DF2 .875 1.000 .750 .500 .750 .500 .625 ,500 ,875

F Ratio NS NS Loca- Modal- Modality Loca- Loca- Loca- NS (but

(but tion ity F= tion tion tion Loca-

modal- F= Fr- 13.330 F= F= F= tion

ity F=

4.002,

sign.

level

5.409* 8.720

**

*** 12.820
**

6,725* 5.968* F=.065

sign;

Modal-

ity F=

.055)

,

.098

sign

* = .05 level

** = .01 level

*** = .001 level



With respect to the same variables on an In-House
or Externally-availabie basis, with one exception (see
Table VI.B.7 below), there were no differences by Location
or Modality in the availability of employment-related
activities.

TABLE VI.B..7

LOCATIONAND MODALITY,DIFFERENCESAFOR
REMEDIAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE
IN-HOUSE OR EXTERNAL TO THE pROGRAMS

LOCATIONMODALITY 'REMEDIAL EDUCATION

NY-MM i 1A00

NY-DF E 1.000

MA-MM X 571

MA-DF X 1.000

F- Ratio Location, modality and
and interaction Fs=6.711

Reconstituting the data into the 4 general categories
of In-House, empIoyment-related activities yields a
somewh-at -different (though not contradictory) picture.
Simply put, the findings here indicate a rather definite
and extensive difference attributable to Location as
opposed to service modality. In the categories of
General Preparation, Skill Development and Job Develop-
ment, the New York-based programs appear to possess
and provide more In-House services. (See Table VI.B.8
below).

7 4
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TABLE VI.B.8

ANALYSIS.OF VARIANCE.OF THE.4 GENERAL CATEGORIES 'OF
IN-HOUSE, EMPLOYMENT-RELATED SERVICES BY LOCATION AND

MODALITY.

General Categories

Location- General Skill Job Follow-

Modality Preparation Development Development VP

NY-MMR. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.111

--ITYpr51 1.000 -1:111-

MA-MM
R

1.286 2.000 1.714 1:429

MA-DE41 1.125 1.375 1.250 1.125

F-Ratio .Location Location F= Location F= NS

F=4.587 24.956 18.788
Interaction Modality &
F=8.465 Interaction

F=4.356

NOTE: For this table, higher entries signify lower
scores.

With respect to the same variables,on an In-House or
externally-available basis (see Table VI.B.9 below),
there were no differences, either by location or modality,
in the availability of employment-re3ated activities.
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TABLE VI.B.9

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE 4 GENERAL CATEGORIES OF
IN-HOUSE AND/OR EXTERNALLY-AVAILABLE SERVICES .BY LOCATION

AND MODALITY

Location- General Skill Job Follow-
Modalitz Preparation Development Development Up

NY-MMx 1.000 1.000 1.000 .806

NY-DF 1.000 1.000 1.000 .889

MA.MMX 1.000 .857 1.000 1.000

R
MA-DF .875 .875 1.000 1.000

Returning once again to the 9 specific employment-
related activites previously described, we now focus
attention on the comparative percentages of program
staff.resources that are devoted to each activitiy.
Table VI.B.10 (see below) is an analysis of Variance,
by both Location and Modality, of program resource
allocation to each of the specific activities. As is
evident,'Iocation is a significant variable only with
respectto programmatid resources allacated-for-purposes
of. Vocational Diagnosis (the New York-based programs
devote more resources to this activity than,do the
Massachusetts-based rehabilitation program), wfiereas
Modality emerges as the significant determinant with
respect to activities related to Pre-Counseling and
Remedial Education (the Drug-Free programs devote
significantly more resources to these activities than
do the Methadone Maintenance programs).
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TABLE VI.B.10

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PROGRAM EMPLOYMENT RESOURCE ALLOCATION BY LOCATION AND MODALITY

Specific Activities

Location- VOC-DX Pre- Job Skill Remedial Job'

Modality Counsel Readi- Main- Ed4.L. Ddier;'

ness in cation

NY-7MM

UY-DF

WAN--

MA-17

F-Ratio

69.000

77.167

250

39.000

Loca-

tion

Fr,

10.845

42.444

73.556

18000-

--5J.143

Modal-

ity

pr.

7,310

27 667

77 875

35.000

NS

12.167

35.286

10.000

38.750

NS

5.286

42.125

5.000

30 000

4 000

Modal-

itY

5 028



With respect to the question of whether or not
programs differ, by location or modality, in providing
am (as opposed to No) employment-related activities,
Table VI.B.11 (see below) indicates that no such
relationship was found. Although the F-Ratio (by Loca-
tion, Modality and Interaction) approaches significance,
it does not achieve the .05 level of confidence.

,

TABLE VI.B.11

.ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PROGL.,IDIFFERENCESIN THE PRO-
VISION OF ANY (AS OPPOSED TO NO) EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES

LOCATION-MODALITY R-scokE

NY-MM 1.000

NY-DF 1.000

MA-MM .714

MA-DF 1.000

F -Ratio
(but Location, Modality
and interaction Fs=3.579,
sign. level=.069)

Another issue of some importance revolves around the
actual number of hours per week that programs devote to
the 9 specific employment-related activities previously
described. As indicated in Table VI.B.12 (see below),
no significant differences were-found, either by location
or modality, with rédPeCt to the total number of program
hours (i.e., actual working time) spent on or Fround the
provision of specific employment-related activities
to enrolled clients.

7 9
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TABLE VI.3.12

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PROGRAM HOURS DEVOTED TO ALL 9
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES BY LOCATION AND MODALITY

LOCATION-MODALITY x TIME SPENT

NY -MM 77.500

NY -DF 141.778

MA -MM 43.500

MA -DF 86.875

F-Ratio NS

However, with respect to the number of specific
employment-related activities available In-House, a very
different pattern emerges. As indicated in Table VI.B.13
(see below), significant differences are ±ound with
respect to both location and modality. The New York-
based-programs_for_examplg7have_more_In:-HQUse _activities
available for their clients. Also, the Drug-Free
programs have a significantly greater number of In-House
employment-related activities available for their
clients than do their Methadone-Maintenance counter-

parts.
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TABLE VI.B.13

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF SPECIFIC EMPLOYMENT
ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE IN7HOUSE BY LOCLTION AND MODALITY

LOCATION-MODALITY NO. OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
AVAILABLE IN-HOUSE

NY-MM 6.500

NY-DF 7.333

MA-MM 3.000

MA-DF 6.375

F-Ratio Location F=12.161**
Modality F=10.835**

We come, finally, to an examination of the correla-
tional data that might be considered crucial wich respect
to the issues examined in this Results sub-sectiori of the
Final Report. Simply put, the correlational analyses
presented below seek to answer two specific question's.
The first could be phrased as follows: To what extent
do all kDrogramie-Rhibit-Consisrdhcy 15-61we7aEFEIT-----
perception of the imkportance of employment to help
clients sustain heroin-free status and_their programmatic
emphasis on empIoyment-related activities?

In Table VI.B.14 (see below) we have summarized
the correlations between the rated importance of the 9
specific employment-related activities and the actual
programmatic commitment (as measured by % staff alloca-
tion, % program hours, # of activoities available In-
House, and # of activities a4ai4ble both In-House and/or
externally) to employment activities. As can be seen,
with the important exceptions of Pre-Vocational Counseling
and Post-Vocational Counselin there are no si nificant
correlations etween t e rated im ortance of em o -
ment as a rehabilitative Iererandtheatua1behavior
or performance of the programs surveyed-in the current
research project. Only in the a-:eas broadly defined as
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"counseling" do the programs act in ways that are
consistent with their self-ratings or perceptions.

TABLE VI.B.14

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN RATED IMPORTANCE OF THE 9 EMPLOYMENT
ACTIVITIES AND ACTUAL PROGRAMMATIC COMMITMENT .TO EMPLOYMENT

ACTIVITIES-

Specific Employment
Related Activities % Staff % Hours

No. of
Activ-
ities
Avail-- -
able
In-House

1. VOc. DX -.149 -.266 -.142

2. Pre-Counseling -.282 -.431 .170

3. Job Readiness -.165 -.257 .151

4. Skill Training .235 .043 .242

5. Remedial Educ: .118 -.083 -.000

6. Job development .001 -.110 -.113
_

7. Referral- .127 .033 -.028
Placement

8. Follow-Up -.069 .062 -.033

9. Post-Counseling -.095 .026 -.076

Activities
Avail-
able

or
Externally

-.331

. 017

. 036

-.117

-.138

-.239

.033

-.207

-.392

The second question could be phrased as follows: Do

different types of treatment programs (methadone-maintenance
vs. dru -free) and or different eo ra hical areas (Massachu-

setts vs. New York City) differ significantly in t e extent

to which they exhibit consistency between their perceptions of
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the importance of employment to help their. clients
Sustain heroin-free status.and their pro rammatic emphasis
on employment activities?

In Table VI.B.15 (see below) we have summarized the
correlations between perceived importance of employment
and the actual number of program hours devoted to the
4 General Employment activities by both Location and
Modality. Again, as is evident,- in only one instance
(job Development activities by New York-based methadone--
maintenance programs) do we find a si nificant correla-
tion between perceptions and béhaviors. rn all other
cases, no significant corre ations were obtained viz a
viz the categories and activities investigated.

TABLE VI.13.15

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYMENT
AND THE ACTUAL PROGRAMMATIC HOURS DEVOTED

TO GENERAL EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES BY LOCATION AND MODALITy

Location- General Skill Job Follow-
Modality Preparation Development Development Up

NY-MM -.089' .837 .802 .669

NY-DF .269 .029 -.305 .217

MA-MM 210 .000 .000 1.000

MA-DF .420 .525 .786 .514

2. Employment Seeking Methods Utilized by Clients.

The first general question we asked relevant to
employment-seeking methods utilized by clients dealt with
the perceived usefulness and effectiveness, of the 12
specific job-seeking methods examined.

specifically, we.surveyed clients to determine:
a) the average rank which clients gave each method in



terms of their perception of its usefulness; b) the
percentage of clients (over 411 Programs).who used a
specific method; and c) the percentage of dfients whose
use of a specfic method was sucdesful
method worked). Table VI.B..16 4a/sp1ays these4hee,,,,
variables for each method over all clients-.-.Tha'et,,
centages of methods "used" and methods "worked"'tre, of
course, based only on those clients statifig"-they used,
a particular method, while the mean rilkings,0.f Per-
ceived usefulness of specific methods are based on the
total sample of clients, regardless of whether they did
or did not use that method. Since many clients may ,

have tried more than one method, the total per.--entages
in the "used" and "worked" column, exceeds 100%.

When we rank the figures in Table VI.B.16, inspec-
tion indicates a general consistency between a client's .

perception of the usefulness of a particularmethod,
his or her use of that method and its success, particu-
larly in the higher ranks. The top six ranks for all
three variables include: referrals to Employment
Agency by Drug Program-and Clients, Direct Referral
to Employers by Agency. and Clients, Referral to Community
Agencies by Program, and utilization of Newspaper
Ads by Clients.

Methods perceived as least useful are: referrals
to Welfare agencies by programs and clients; use of
newspaper ads by programs; and referrals to unions by
clients.

The two,m-ost frequently used methods are: contacts
made with employers by clients and their (non-program)
relatives of friends, and individual use of newspapers.

The magnitude or pe-,centagas of methods used
seems to fall into three clusters, of which the first
includes (in order of utilization) clients' (or other
externally initiated referral to employer), use of

newspaper ads by clieLts, contact with eMployment
agencies by programs, programs' referrals to employers,
use of employment agencies by clients, and contacts
by drug programs with community agencies. The second and
smallest cluster includes contact with community agencies
by clients and use of newspaper ads by programs, while
the cluster representing least frequently used methods
includes contacts with Welfare agenci-db and unions by both

programs and clients.

8 4
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TABLE VI.B.16

CLIENT'S PERCEPTION AND UTILIZATION OF SPECIFIC JOB
SEEKING METHODS AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EACH METHOD

(For all tables referring to job seeking methods,
Program-initiated method, and "C" refers to client-
initiated method. Numbers in parentheses refer to the
ranking of methods within this table.)

Method

Program or Mean Per-
Client ceived
Initiated Usefulness

Rank

Percent
Using
Method

Percent
Stating
Method
Worked

Employment P 4.80 (1) 23.72 (3) 17.95 (2.5)
Agency C 5.51 (4) 17.95 (5) 9.62 (5)

Community P 5.98 (5) 14.74 (6) 8.33 (6)

Agency C 6.58 (8) 10.26 (7) 7.05 (7)

Union P 6.52 (7) .64 (12) .64 (11.5)
C 7.14 (9) 3.21 (11) .64 (11.5)

Welfare P 8.11 (11) 5.13 (10) 1.92 (9)

C 9.34 (12) 3.85 (9) 1.28 (10)

Newspaper P 7.36 (10) 8.33 (8) 3.85 (8)

C 6.16 (6) 32.05 (2) 17.95 (2.5)

Direct P '4.90 (2) 19.23 (4) 16.67 (4)

Referral
to

C 5.20 (3) 46.79 /1) 43.59 (1)

Employer
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The ranking of employment-seeking methods proved
to be substantially parallel to the ranking of methods
used, again with personal contacts with employers found
by more than twice the percentage of clients to work
more often than the next three methods--program-initiated
contacts with employment agencies, specific employers
and use of newspapers by clients.

For only three methods were there more than two
ranks difference between perceived usefulness of a
method, on the one hand and actual usage and effective-
ness on the one hand. The most striking difference
obtainad for program contacts with unions on behalf of
program completers: while percedved usefulness of
this method ranked seventh out of twelve ranks, it
proved to be the least frequently used and (with
client contacting unions) the least effective job seeking
method. Regarding the other case of discrepancies in
rank for the three variables, though clients' ranked
personal contact with weifare agencies.to be least useful
(12th rank), they actually used it more frequently
(9th rank).

On the basis of the percentages displayed above,
it seems clear that contacts with employment agencies,
employers by both agencies and clients are the most
frequently used and effective job seeking methods
studied, along with use of newspaper ads by clients.

In order to examine possible differences in the
perceived usefulness and relative impact of program
and client initiated methods, t-tests were performed
comparing differences in means for these two modes
of initiation of the three relevant variables.

Comparison of individually and program initiated
job-seeking methods show that while there are no signifi-
cant differences in clients' perception of usefulness,
client-initiated methods were both used significantly
more often than were program-initiated method5 and
were perceived to have been more effettive to a
significant degree.
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TABLE VI.B.I7

PERCEIVED USEFULNESS, FREQUENCY OF USAGE AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROGRAM VERSUS CLIENT-INITIATED METHODS*

Signifi-
Mean Standard t cance

'Difference Prviation Values Level

Perceived -.338 .:.425 -1.674 .097
Usefulness Ranks

Average Number of -.423 1.193 -4..415 .001
Methods Used

Average Number of.
Methods Which
Worked

1.153 -3.324 .002

*Means for client-initiated methods were subtracted
from those for program-initiated methods. Minus means
differences indicate higher scores for client-initiated
methods.

Differences in the use of employment-seeking methods
by location and modality

Analyses of variance were performed to test for
differences in programs varying in location and modalitY
in the usage and effectiveness of each of the 12.methods
of employment seeking. In the following table, VI.B.18,
the means displayed are for proportions: the mean.propor-
tion, the more frequent was the method used'or effective.

Significant differences attributable to program
location and mode of initiation (program versuP_client).
were found for 4 of the 12 employment seeking methods..
Table VI.13.18 indicates that Massachusetts drug program
clients, more frequently than New York clients, Made
personal contacts (themselves or through relatives or_
friends) with community agencies, welfai agencies
and specific employers as well as using newspaper want-
ads more frequently than New Yorkers. Differences.in
usage of methods according to modality occurred in only
one case: drug free programs made contacts. iith

8 7
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TABLE VI.B.18

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF EMPLOYMENT SEEKING METHODS USED AND EFFECTIVE BY LOCATION

AND MODALITY

Location-

Modalit Used Worked Used Worked Used Worked Used Worked

NY-MM i

NY-DF x

MA-MM x

.260

.267

.286

,923

.800

.750

,140

.156

.250

1,000

.500

.429

.040

.178

.036

,500

.500

1,00

.040

.044

.119

1.000

0.000

.800

MA-DF x .121 .400 .212 .250 .364 .583 .212 .625

F-ratio NS NS* NS Location Modal- NS Loca- NS (but

(but mod F=5.949 ity tion modality

ality F=

4.009,

sig.

level=

0.56

(modal-

ity F=

4.060,

sig.

level=

F=

17.812

1

F=

9.79

F=3.394,

sig.

level

1.091)

_______________
,056

I

Location- Program C lent Program C lent

Modalit Use Wor e Use Wor e Use Wore Use or e

NY-MM X 0.0 0.0 0.40 .500 .040 .500 0.0 0.0

NY-DF i 0.0 0,0 .022 0.0 .044 0,0 .022 0.0

MA-MM x .036 1.00 .036 0.0 .071 0,0 ,107 0.0

MA-DF x. 0.0 0.0 .030 0.0 .061 .667 ,061 .,667

F-ratio NS NS NS NS NS NS Loca-

tion

NS

F=5.73............."w,~'...........%...4..o
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V

TABLE VI.B.18 (continued)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF EMPLOYMENT SEEKING METHOD USED AND EFFECTIVE BY LOCATIC

AND MODALITY

--17----mPaseni Emlo.ers b

Location 12agam Client Program C lent

Modality Used Wor es Uses Wor e Used Wor es uses Ix. es

NY-MM x .060 .333 .180 .667 .160 1.000 .200 1.000

NY-DF x .044 .500 .267 .667 .200 .778 .511 .957

MA-MM x .143 .250 .464 .692 .143 .750 .643 .944

MA-DF x .121 .600 .485 .333 .273 .889 .667 .792

F-ratio. NS

(but

loca-

ti.on

NS Loca-

tion

Fr.

11.296

NS NS NS Loca-

tion

F=

4.772

NS .

F=

3,065,

Sig.

level=

,083

.

.
(Inter-

action

F=

3.512,

Sig.

level=

.063)



community agencies for the purpose of facilitating .

jobs for their clients sio.ificantly more often than
did staff members of methadone maintenance programs.
Surprisingly, we found only one instance of a difference
in which program location or program modality was
associated with the effectiveness of a particular
job-seeking method: New York drug program clients
found initiating their own contacts with employMent
agencies to zesult in jobs in a significantly higher
proportion than did Massachusetts clients.

To obtain a simpler sketch of some of these
trends, we performed analyses of variance comparing,
for programs differing in location and modality, the
use and effectiveness of program-initiated as compared
to client-initiated job seeking methods. These compari-

1 sons are displayed below in Table VI.B.19.

I ,

.. TABLE VI.3.19

DIFFERENCES IN USAGE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM AND
CLIENT-INITIATED JOB SEEKING METHODS'BY LOCATION AND

MODALITY

Mean Difference gean DifferenCe
in Usage: Pro- in Effectiveness:
gram- vs. Client- Program- vs. Client-=

P o ram Initiated Initiated

NY-MM -.060 -.080

NY-DF -.333 -.2E7

MA-MM -.633 -.607

MA-DF -.455 -.303

F-Ratio Location F:=6.730* NS*

*Location F=3.712, sig.'level=.056
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These results show that Massachusetts clients
significantly differed from New York clients in their
more frequent usage of client-initiated methods of
job seeking. Also, there was a tendency, barely missing
statistical significance (p=.058),for Massachusetts
client-initiated employment seeking efforts to be more
successful for clients than those from New York.

What do employed program completers perce4 to
b-6-the most and least serious problems affecl.ng an
ex-addict's ability to get a job? To answer this
question for our sample we computed the percentages of
all program completers who perceived particular problems
to be among the 3 most and the 3 least serious factors
influencing their ability to procure employment.
Table VI.B.20, below, lists for each of the 22 problems
most frequently mentioned, the percentage of clients
responding to them as more or less important.

9 3
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TABLE VI.B.20

PERCENTAGE OF CLIENTS NOMINATING ISSUES AS MOST AND LEAST PROBLEMATIC IN GETTING

A JOB

ROST LEAST

Problem #1st #2nd

um o

#3t Pe]._:._Litasi!).st #2nd #3rd

um o

Percentages

No Skills 29.49 5.13 8.97 43.59 3,21 .64 1.28 5.13

Alcohol 12.82 3.85 5.13 21.80 2.56 3,21 1.28 7.05

Other Drugs 1.92 7.69 3.85 13,46 1.28 .64 3.85 5.77

Transportati% 1.28 1.28 -- 2.56 18.59 14.74 12.82 46.15

Family .64 1.28 .64 2.56 3.21 5,13 5.13 13.47

Aptitude Test .64 .64 1.92 3.20 -- 1,28 3.21 4.49

Health 1.28 4.49 -- 5.77 2.56 4.49 2.56 9.61

References 0 577 5.77 7.05 18.59 4.49 3.85 3.85 12.19

Employer's

Insurance 4.49 -- 8.97 17.95

Discriiination

Against

Addicts 10.26 18.59 14,10 42.95 -- -- .64 .64

English 1.28 -- 1.28 2,56 5.77 4.49 8.33 18.59

Experience 2.56 17.81 7,05 26.92 .64 1.92 1.92 4.48

License .64 1.28 .64 2.56 .64 4.49 4.49 9.62

Salary 1.28 3.21 5.77 10.26 4.49 5.13 4.49 14.11

Racial Dis-

crimination 1.28 5.77 5.13 12.18 2.56 1.92 1.92 6.40

Education 7,05 8.97 12.82 28.34 1,92 1,92 1.28 5.12

Labor Market 1.28 2.56 3.21 7,05 1.28 2.56 4.49 8.33

Criminal

Record 18.59 8.97 20.51 48.07 -- 1.92 -- 1.92

No Tools 1.28 1.92 .64 3.84 10.90 5.13 3.21 19.24

Requirements -- .64 1.28 1.92 -- 3,21 4.49 7.70

Too Young -- -- -- -- 23.08 9.62 9.62 42.32

Too Old 1.28 -- -- . 1.28 7.05 17.95 10.26 35.26



Examination of the ten issues most frequently
designated as most problematic suggests thren interrelated
problem clusters. (Percentages add up to over 100%
since three columns,.are beiag summed.)

I. Employer Discrimination

1. Ex-addict has a criminal record. (Sum-of-
percentages, 48.07%; average percent, 16.02%.)

2. Discrimination against drug addicts. (Sum of
percentages, 42.95%, average percent 14.32%.)

3. Inability to secure adequate references for
prospeucive employers. (Sum %, 18.59%, average %, 6.2%.)

fen/W.14V,

4. Racial Discrimination. (Sum %, 12.18%;
average %, 4.06%.)

5. Salary Discrimination against ex-addiots.
(Sum %, 10.26%; average %, 3.42%.)

II.. Ladkof Work.Relevant BaCk round,

1. No relevant skill. (Sum % = 26.92; average %,
8.97%.)

2. Lack of experiences. (Sum % = 26.92; average % =
9.61.)

III. Other Addictions

1. Alcohol. (Sum % = 21.8; average % = 7.26%.)

2. Other Drugs. (Sum % = 13.46; average % = 4.49.)

Regarding the issues designated by ex-addicts as
least problematical in their attempts to seek employ-
ment: Age of Ex-Addict, (being too young or too old)
was viewed as less of an impediment to getting work than
any other problem. Ranking after age in order of
magnitude were: Transportation; Lack of Tools; Problems
with the English Language; Employer's Inability to
Procure Insurance for Work Emgoying Ex-addicts; Discrimi-
nation in Salary against Ex-Addicts; Familial Lack of
Support; Inability to Procure References;"Lack of a



Driver's License; and Health Problems,

3. Relationships between programmatic emphases
on employment client experiences of the impact and
effectiveness of such emphases and related resources.

Previous experience and anecdotal reports had made
us question the extent. to which a relationship exists

. between the magnitude of effort programs put,into'
activities which facilitate clients getting jobs and
the client's perception of that effort and the utility
of those activities. Therefore, we computed correla-
tions between individual's average rankings of the useful-
ness of all program-initiated employment related activities
and the programmatic effort expended in the general
employment effort of "helping a client get a job."
"Helping a client get a job" was operationalized in a
variable called "Employment Priority," which represents
the sum of 3-scores for six programmatic variables:
Percent of program staff involved in employment-related
activities (EMPRIOR #1); percent of hours devoted to
employment-related activities (EMPRIOR #2); programmatic
designation of employment related activities as number
one priority in the event of increased resources
available (EMPRIOR #3); percent of resources devoted
to employment-related educational activities (EMPRIOR #4);
percent of program clients served in employment-related
activities (EMPRIOR #5) ;and nunber of different employment
services provided within the program (EMPRIOR #6).
Usefulness of activities as perceived by clients was
operationalized in terms of (job-getting) importance
ratings for the 9 employment activities.

All correlations between client's perceived useful-
ness of the 9 individual activities and the summary
employment priorities hovered around zero, indicating
no substantial or significant relationship.

In order to assess the effects of programmatic
efforts in developing clients' employment skills on
aspects of the jobs which clients actually obtained we
correlated the percent of total staff resources devoted
to skill development activities with a) the gross
weekly salary of post-treatment jobs; b) clients' per-
ceived job satisfaction and,the extent to which clients
perceived themselves as capable of handling a job _of a
higher level than their first post-treatment job.
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"Programmatic activities related to skill deVelopment"
was operationalized into two variables: skill develop-
ment #2 (percent of program time spent in such activi-
ties) and skill development #2 (number of hours program
devoted to such activities).

TABLE VI.13.21

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

#1 (% time) #2 (# hours)

Gross Weekly Salary .030 -.032

Job Satisfaction .080 -.067

Perceived Ability to Hold .044 -.064
Higher Level Job

There was, clearly, no relationship obtained
between programmatic efforts in developing client
skills and the three outcome variables.

We also examined the relation between specific
and general programmatic employment resource allocation
and priorities (Employment Priorities Indices) and the
same three outcome variables, shown in Table VI.B.22.

In terms of outcome employment variables, there
was only one significant correlation between amount of
clients post treatment gross-weekly salary, a negative
correlation (-.194) between salary and number of in-house
employment related activities. A significant and more
easily understandable positive correlation (.195) was
obtained between job satisfaction and number of in-house
employment activities available to clients. Clients'
perception of their ability to handle jobs which are
higher level than their (first) post treatment jobs
had significant negative relationships with the percen-
tages of clients receiving employment relevant educa-
tional and vocational services.

Finally, we asked whether there was a difference,
over all clients, between the effectiveness of program-

9 8
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TABLE VI.B.22

PROGRIO EMPLOYMENT PRIORITIES INDICES

#2 13 #4 #5 #6

Emp oy-

ment

Outcome

Varia-

bles

% of

Staff Re:

Employ-

ment

f-Hours

Re:

Employ-

ment

Emp oy-

ment as

#1

Prior-

ity

% o

Clients

in

Educa-

tion

% of

Clients

in

Employ-

ment

Activi-

ties

In-

house

Employ

ment

Ser-

vices

Overa 1

Employment

Priorities

Gross

Weekly.

Salary

.097 .093 -.018

1

.007

.

-.107 -.194 -.064

Job

Satis-

faction

-.131 -.130 -.026 .121 -.018 .195 -.027

Per-

ceived

Ability

to

Handle

Higher

Level

Job

.151 .127 .149 -.217 -.202 -.126 -.126
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initiated vs. client-initiated methods of seeking
employment in procuring better employer (as operational-
ized by weekly salary, job satisfaction and perceived
ability of clients to handle higher level jobs. As
Table VI.B.23, below, shows, no significant relation-
ships were obtained.

TABLE VI.B.23

RELATION BETWEEN EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM- NS.:CLIENT-
INITIATED JOB SEEKING METHODS AND POST PROGRAM EMPLOYMENT

Ratio of Effective
Program- vs. Client-
Initiated Methods

Gross Weekly Salary -.400

Job Satisfaction -.009

Clients's Percdption of
Ability to Handle Higher
Level Job -.100

Summary of Findinls

In brief, the data collected, analyzed and summarized
in this section indicate the following:

1. With respect to program reports of the impor-
tance, availability, deployment and utilization of
manpower-related services and resources in the rehabili-
tative process:

Employment and employment-created activities
are perceived as an important aspect of
rehabilitation, independent of location and/or
modality by 94.11% of the programs surveyed,

Existing in-house employment-related
activities are primarily, of the "counseling"
variety with much less available (or
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offered) in the areas of acutal skill
development and job preparation

As a whole, New York-based programs and
drug-free programs offer more varied
employment-related services and allocate
more program resources, the former in' the
areas of Job Readiness, Job Development,
Referral-Placement and Follow-Ub, the
latter in the areas of Skill Training and
Remedial Education.

There is little or no correlatioli (inde-
pendent of Location and/or Modality)
between'the program's percept'on of the
importance.of employment-related activi-
ties in the rehabilitative process and the
program's actual emphasis or commitment to
such activities as measured by both the
allocation of work hours and/or the deploy-
ment of existing staff resources.

2. With respect to the utilization of various
methods (formal to programs', and informal or outside
of programs):

The most frequently used sources of job
opportunities for ex-addicts are: direct
referrals to employers, employment agencies,
and the "help wanted" section of newspapers.
Least often used methods (and least effective)
are referral to welfare agencies and to
unions.

There is a high degree of consistency
between clients' usage of particular methods
and the effectiveness of those methods in
procuring employment.

Client-initiated methods of job seeking
are used to a significantly greater extent
than program-initiated methods and these
methods are significantly more effective.

When programs are compared as to lor)ation

and modality, Massachusetts drug program



clients are shown to use several client-
initiated job-seeking methods more fre-
quently than do New York clients: contact
with community agencies, welfare agencies,
specific employers, and use of newspaper
want ads. Drug Free programs made more
use of contacts with community agencies than
did methadone maintenance programs.

. In terms of the effectiveness of particular
methods, New York ex-addicts were more
successful in finding jobs.through initiating
their own contacts with employment agencies
than were MassachuSetts ex-addicts.

. Massachusetts clients to a significant
extent used their own (rather than formal
program) initiatives thah did'Netir YOrk
clients, and there was a tendency, approach-
ing significance, for these methods to be
more successful for Massachusetts clients
than for New Yorkers.

Ex-addicts found: employer discrimination
(against ex-addicts and nonr,whites); lack
of education, job skills and-job experience:
and other addictions (to ,Ilcohol and other
drugs), to be the most frequently encountered
obstructions to finding work.

No relationships were obtained between the
amount of resources and effort drug'programs
developing the occupational skills of their
clients and aspects of the jobs which,clients
got (salary, job satisfaction, self-concept
of ability to do higher-level work).

There was a significant correlation between
the scope (number of different) employment-
related activities offered within drug
programs and clients' satisfaction with their
first post-treatment jobs.

C. Ex-Addicts: Employment Outcomes and Performance:
Preliminary Data from the New York PACT Project

The following material has been prepared in order
to provide an additional perspective on the job seeking
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and job performance behaviors of former drug abusers.
The data has been compiled in conjunction with a
privately-sponsored program (PACT) created to assist
fornr drug abusers throughout New York City in seeking
employment. The PACT Employment Project seeks and
accepts job openings only in cases where someone in the
hiring organization accepts the concept of hiring
former drug abusers. In other words, PACT does not
make "blind" placements.

The organization has been actively involved in
job development'and placemnt activities for about two
years. We are grateful to them for providing access to
their data bank which is computer-based and utilizes
a coding system to identify clients, treatment programs,
and employers so as to safeguard confidentiality. The
data is particularly significant since it includes
employer evaluations of former drug.abusers as
compared to other employees occupying similar positions.
The information system from which this data has been
drawn is still in the developmental stages-and the
processes of systems design and data collection have
been diffidult and complex.

The goal of PACT's Employment Project is to act
as intermediary between-the-drug treatment-community .

and employers. It sglicits information about available
jobs from employers and seeks qualified applicants
from all interested treatment programs. Applicants
are pre-screened at PACT's offices in Manhattan prior to
refevral to employers. PACT staff members play a
continuing role as a communications link between the
employer and treatment agency and attempts to assist
each in understanding the goals, priorities and
problems of the other.

This chapter, then, is based upon a study of data
from the PACT Management Information System and
repesents data from 719 clients whose records have been
installed in the system. 222 of these individuals
have been placed through PACT's auspices. We think
the data, though preliminary and incomplete, will provide
helpful insights with respect to-the nexus of iSsues
which relate to the employment of former drug addicts.
The reader is however cautioned against drawing far-
reaching judgments from this material. The individuals
thus far included in the system do not in any sense
constitute a scientific sample of former drug abusers in
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New York City. Nor is the sample a complete or random
representation of PACT's experience. In many cases
reporting has been incomplete. It should also be
stressed that this material has not been prepared to
evaluate treatment programs, PACT as an agency or employers
listed with PACT. We are attempting to take advantage
of a developing informational resource in order to
assist employers and the treatment community in
program implementation.

The PACT program has both experimental and opera-
tional aspects, with the ultimate goal educational,
with particular emphasis on issues of employment in
the private sector. Their employment efforts have
been conducted within the framework of a deteriorating
labor market in New York City. While the PACT program
has been aimed primarily towards helping job-ready
former addicts, it is hoped that successful efforts
will contribute to an improved employer and union
response to all manpower, vocational rehabilitation,
job-development and placement activities for former
drug abusers.

Considering this material, it is important to
remember that the PACT Program is only one element
in on-going efforts and programs to assist former
addicts. The data does not represent individuals who
get jobs on their own or through treatment or other
programs. Nor does it in any way represent the total
effort of management or labor in this area. In spite
of all these qualifications, we feel attention to the
problems and trends described herein can be of signifi-
cant value to those in the field.

Table VI.C.1 represents some of the basic charac-
teristics of individuals both referred to PACT and/or
who were placed in jobs with PACT's assistance. Indivi-
duals referred to PACT must be former heroin addicts
who have been in treatment for at least six months and
have been referred directly by their treatment programs.
It should be noted that all applicant client-data is
based on self-reporting.

The table compares all applicants in the system
to those whom PACT has placed. The Sex and Ethnic
distribution of applicants appears to reflect the.total
population in treatment in the city. It is not clear
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TABLE VI.C.1

CHARACTERISTICS-OF-EX-ADDICTS REFERRED TO AND PLACED'BY
PACT

EX-ADDICTS PACT
SEX NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

Male 512 71.8 141 63.8
Female 201 28.2 80 36.2
Total 713 221

FAMILY STATUS
Single 406 65.0 132 61.1

Married 298 35.0 84 38:9

Total 704 216

ETHNICITY
White 182 25.6 58 26.3

Black 364 51.3 107 48.4

Hispanic 161 22.7 56 25.3

Other 3 .4 0 .0

Total 710 215

AGE
rfirder 18 16 2.2 6 2.7

18 16 2.2 7 3.2

19 23 3.2 6 3.6

20 il 4.3 13 5.9

21 50 7.0 20 9.1

22-25 247 34.4 86 38.7

26-30 201 28.0 56 25.2

31-40 101 14.0 20 9.1

Over 40 34 4.7 6 2.7

Total 719 222

AGE OF INITIAL
DEPENDENCE
Under 10 25 3.3 14 6.3

10-12 21 2.9 4 1.8

13-15 146 20.3 44 19.8

16 75 10.4 29 13.1

17 85 11.8 24 10.8

18 94 13.1 36 16.2

19 54 7.5 17 7.7

20 52 7.2 13 5.9

20+ 168 23.4 41 18.5

Total 719 222
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TABLE VI.C.1 (continued)

CHARACTERISTICS OF EX-ADDICTS REFERRED TO AND PLACED By
PACT

EDUCATION
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

Less than H.S. 117 16.4 42 18.9
H.S. Incomplete 221 30.7 65 29.3
H.S. Grad. 228 31.7 74 33.3
Some College 125 17.4 29 13.1
College Grad. 27 3.8 12 5.4
Total 719 222

WELFARE STATUS
Recipient 166 34.7 40 18.0
Non- 533 76.3 182 82.0
Total 699 222

TOTAL
CONVICTIONS
None 324 48.4 124 58.5
One 167 24.9 to 22.6
Two 85 12.7 ,.., 8.5
Three- 50 7.5 10- 4-7_
Four 26 3.9 10 4.7
Five + 18 2.7 2 .9

NON-DRUG
CONVICTIONS
None 479 68.8 183 83.2
One 114 16.4 20 9.1
Two 65 9.3 12 5.4
Three 24 3.4 3 1.4

Four 6 .9 1 .2

Five 8 1.1 1 .2

Total 696 220

TREATMENT
MODALITY

345 49.6 103 47.2
methadone Main-

tenance
Methadone to
Abstinence 6 .9 1 .5

Other Chemo. 1 .7 0 .0
Drug-Free

Residential 251 36.1 89 41.4
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TABLE VI.C.1 (continued)

CHARACTERISTICS OF Ex.-ADDICTS REFERRED TO AND PLACED BY
PACT

NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER. PERCENT
TREATMENT
MODALITY
TEBETInued)
Drug-Free
Ambulatory 92 13.2 23 10.7

Total 695 216

EMPLOYMENT
STATUS
Unemp oyed 584 86.3 183 88.8
Employed full-

time 66 9.7 15 7.3

School, work,
trng, comb. 27 4.0 8 3.9

Total 677 206

how closely some of the other distributions-fit-the-total- ----

population. It should be noted that most treatment program

census data includes many newer clients not eligible under
PACT criteria and includes many who will drop out of

treatment prematurely. It seems likely that the educa-
tional attainments and age distributions are higher than
the New York norms. This probably reflects a pre-selection
factor--the awareness on the part of treatment programs
of the kinds of jobs PACT has access to (over 50%- of
their placements have been in clerical positions) zind
the standards which PACT imposes. This is also reflected
in the fact that almost three quarters of the applicants
haVe one or fewer criminal convictions and that only
15% have two or more non-drug related convictions. It

would also appear that drug free clients are over-
represented in this sample.

A comparison of actual placements within the group
of applicants reveals that PACT has been more successful
in.plaoing females than male applicantS. This is not
surprising, as it reflects the New York City labor market
and what might be expected in the process of PACT's initial
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entry to major New York City business firms.

Table VI.C.2 presents the
-or the population as it fin
process. This format hP
depict the combined imp
and the data-analytic 6

distribution percentage's
,h PACT's'emploYment
;ted in.order to
eps in-the:process

generated by-InCempletc
reportin4, particularly si.wkiuquent to jplaceMent. It is_
particu ar 17, 'important-to-note the degree to-w lc .t ere__
is,inComplete data on job retention and termination,
salary increase, etc.

In comparing the distribution of percentages of
PACt applicants and PACT placements according to demo-
graphic-patternse-cansee-that-the-PACT-protess-(this--
includes who is referred to PACT, who PACT referse and
who shows up) tends.to favor females, those who are
younger, those with fewer total and non-drug convictions
and those who have undergone residential treatment.
These patterns represent some combination of the biases
of both PACT and the participating employers.

The figures rePresent the distribution of data for
the remaining possible steps in the process. Those who
are placed are either retained or terminated. The riumbers
below represent the number of individuals in each category.
We should note that'the reporting is heavily skewed
to the early months of employment and that no employer
follow-up data exists for half of the placeEFnts. Here
arevthe reported figures:

Applicants 719
Placements 222
Retained 65
Terminated 72
Fired 31

In these tabulations, individuals who were reported
as retained after any of the reporting periods (30,60,
90 days:and quarterly thereafter) are represented in
both,groups., The category of terminations includes
those who were fired. Unfortunately, the degree of non-
reporting severely limits the judgments one can make.
It is not clear to what degree such problems of non-
reporting emanate from PACT or the employers.

Table VI.C.2 distributes sub-groups of the population
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TABLE VI.C,2

DISTRIBUTION OF HIRED CLIENTS BY AGE, SEX, RACE, TREATMENT MODALITY AND EDUCATIONAL

ATTAINMENT.,

AGE _UL.........._.arz_liti2DALLTIEDuciaga
M F---, White131ack

I
Meth- Drug-ILess

ee 1H.St

11S+21 ,&

nder

22-25.26-30 31+

ALL APPLICANT 18.9 34,4 29 2 18.8 71.8 28.2 25,6 74,4 50,6 49 4 47 1 52,9

PLACED 24,3 38,7 25,2 11,8 63.8 36.2 26,3 73.7 48,2 51.8 48 2 51 8

FIRED 16.1 41,9 29,0 12,9 68,0 32.0 25,0 75.0 50.0 '50.-0 46.4 53,6

TERMINATED 22.6 35,8 22,6 5.3 52.8 47,2 21.8 79.2 50 0 50 0 45.5 54,5

RETAINED 17.3 50,0 28.8 5.4 60 0 40.0 25,5 74.5 47,2 52 8 27.5 72.5



according to standard categories. Among the key post-
placement patterns emerging are higher retention among:

1. Those in their 20's (as opposed to those
younger or older),

2. Female,

3. Minority-group members, and

4. ml h more than a high st,hool (including
1 equivalency) education.

These positive factors would seem to be logical in
_light of.PACT1s_influence.among_major_priyate-eector ,

employers in New York City who, as we have stated,
strongly favor young females. One would_ also,expect
clients with a high school education fare better in the
job market. In comparing PACT placements to theAotal
population in treatment it is probably important to
note that PACT applicants had spent long periods of
time in continuous treatment. Over 40% had been in
treatment for 24 consecutive months while only, 20% had
been under treatment for less than a year% On the other
hand, few had held jobs obtained through PACT, for a.
long period,of time. For the most part, anemployer
rating a= termination report, representeely a few
months (II the job. Slightly over 20!..had. peen onthe
job for netween six months and a year wIal only 15%
spent mom than a year an the job. Close -,- 50% of
the repmited cases represented less than tt, full
months af employment.

PACT asked employers to compare PACT Placemente.
with other employees in'the same or similar positions.
Ratings were available on only 60 of the 222 placements:
22 were rated "excellent," 23 were rated "good" and
13 were rated "average," in comparison to the "regular"
job-force, (which is assumed to contain a minimum of
present and former addicts). _Only 2 were rated "below
average" or "unsatisfactory."

Of some 84 reported terminations for which reasons
were ineLacated, in 7 the client resigned to take a
new jopt and in 5 cases the client resigned to return
to scho,d. Abort half of t13se terminations were
unexplaAmed. 31 individuals were reported as fired;
14 for ,Arttendance, 10 for "unknown reasons," and four
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individuals were fired for drug abuse. In the aggregate,
we find the data rather alarming, since the number of
reported terminations exceeds that for retained-individuals.
One would assume that compa:_es which knowingly hire
former abusers would be more likely to report successes
than failures. This seems to be borne out by the high
performance ratings given to those retained.

Obviously, peo7le's personalities and,backgrounds
affect their jobs, but the importance of the nature of
the job cannot be underestimated. In analyzing reported
salaries received by PACT Placements, the following
distributions emergE.d (expressed in gross weekly pay):

Under $100 - 33.2%
-$101-$12p
$121-$140 - 23.2%
$141-$160 - 10.9%
$161-$180 6.6%
$181-$200 - .5%
$200 - 1.4%

As the above 4:mdicates, one-third of the jobs paid $100
or less periAttert and over 50% paid less than $120 per
week. One con zicsily speculate that the wage distri-
bution above *viz extremely disappointingL to many
applicants witvadVrt either have expected something
better from Ws= ,or might have felt they would have
fared better thrmgh seeking employment on their own
(perhaps by oaco0-041Ing their prior drug involvement).

Table TC displays PACT Placements, reported
retention aA termination by job category. As can he
seen no PAM placements were made in the managerial
category. Otisrtually all professional placements were
in the helpliagi services and the majority were in. drug
treatment pr..tlis and activities. Ozearhalf the
placements were in clerical positionswkadich generated am
even higher pnreOntage of the retained. The R/T
column represent the ratio of retained to terminated
in an attempt to 'factor out" non-reporming. The
same informatLmm is depicted differently' in the second
half of the chaal:whe2e each category's contribution to
placements, ieLaiiled and terminated, is expressed as
a percentage. Ir those job classifications with
salaries above average -iretained, percentages are
much higher. Itse opposite is also true. The semi-
skilled (operatives) and the unskilled (laborers)
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TABLE VI.C.3

REPORTED EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES BY JOB LEVEL

AVERAGE
JOB WEEKLY NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER .

CLASSIFICATION SALARY PLACED -RETAINED TERMINATED R/T*
--.

Manage2ia1 __ ,-,._._ _0 0_ _Q,.0. _

Professional $165 19 7 2

Technician 250 1 0 .1 0.0

Sales worker 94 22 2 3 .67

Clerical 120 115 42 '32- 1.31
Craftsman 143 2 0 2 0

Operative 113 22 2 11 0.18

Laborer 105
Unknown 131 9 4 5 .80

TOTAL 116 222 65 72 .90

*Ratio of retained to terminated job holders

DISTRIBUTION OF OUTCOMES BY PERCENTAGES

JOB % OF % OF % OF

CLASSIFICATION PLACEMENTS RETAINED , TERMINATIONS

Professional 8.6 10.8 2.8

Technician .5 0.0 1.4

Sales worker 10.0 3.1 4.2
Clerical 51.8 64.6 44.4

Craftsman 1.0 0.0 2.8

Operative 10.0 3.1 15.3
Laborer 14.4 12.3 20.2

Unknown 4.1 6.2 6.9
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represented 25% of the reported placements but 45%
of the reported terminations.

The best retention rate emerged in the professional .

category of workers. The first might be explainable
in terms of more substantial wages. "(Perhaps unfortunately,
this could support the speculation that most former
abusers want to remain in the treatment community.)
Salaries among clerical workers are not particularly
high but the major "blue-chip" home office and financial
institutions are generally regarded as good, secure
places in which to work and qualified clerical employr?P'
are in hic-h demand.

The placements, whether in white collar or blue
collar fields, are skewed-to the lower-skill and-pay
levels. This conforms with conventional wisdom with
respect to the skills and backgrounds of former drug
abusers. On the other hand, it is quite possible that
while one:of the reasons this is the case for PACT
participants is that the mare qualified individuals
are able to get jobs eitherI7on their own or through
their treatment programs directly.

Even though the data above is limited, and clearly
_supports the common sensical notion that characteristics
ot the job itself, rather than merely the characteristics
of the applicant, are important. While salary is impor-
tant (as seen above) other factors have bearing as well.

Table VI.C.4 displays data representing reported
performance in the ten most frequently filled categories.
In xeviewing the data the importance of clerical jobs is
underscored since such jobs-represent over lealf of the
placements made. The fact that they also represent
almost three quarters of the_individuals reported
as retained, suggests that white-collar companies are
more likely to report outcomes back to PACT. The
clerical position most often-retained (bank teller) is
not only the highest paying clerical position but also
entails special screening because of legal restric-
tions which limits banks from hiring certain felons
and which flow naturally fromconcerns about accuracy
and-honesty in the handling of money. Conversely, if
we look at three lowest paid jobs (cashier, security
guard_and shipping clerk) we see only a reported retained
of;re out of a possible 21.
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TABLE VI.C.4

TEN POSITIONS MOST FREQUENTLY PILLED BY PACT APPLICANTS BY OUTCOME

AVERAGE NUMBER NUMBER

NUMBER

TERMI-

JOB TITLE SALARY PLACED RETAINFT NP"

Caahier 92 "9 1 7

clerk Typist 113 32 10 9

Counselor 166 9.. 1 3

General Clerk 109 50 16 9

Helper 111 25, 4 9....

Placement .Spec. _111

Salesman 111 13 1 2

Security Guard 93 6 '0 .1:

Teller 119 . 15 10

Shipping Clerk 91 6

TOTAL 171 50 44

PERCENT

PERCENT PMCENT

PLACED RETAINED DATED

2.0 15.9

,.18...7. ...: H.'

53 2.0 6.8 .

7.6 2,0 0..5



This juxta l. sitic-. dramatizes the problems which
can result from referr_ng people to unattractive jobs
Or jobs which they could have gotten without PACT*s
assistance.

CONCLUSIONS

. .

The material presented is the result of a prelim-
inary analysis of data collected in conjunction with a
New York City based centralized job development,
pre-screening and referral unit which Was created
approximately two years ago to provide private sector
employment_for former_ drug_abmsers. _The_data _examined__
represents 719 clients of whom 222 were successfmlly
placed. 72 have been reported as terminated while 65
have-been reported as retained as of last report.
This means that over 1/3 of the clients placed have not
been reported on and strongly suggests that-fewer than
SO% are still with their initial 'employer. Based'upon
emPloYer reports, two thirds of,the clients, those
whose performance is regarded as satisfactory by their
employers, do well and are rated ,as above average.

Not surprisingly, PACT has experienced difficulty
in matching available clients to available jobs, especially
in the recent unfavorable economic climate. PACT has
had greatest success in job developMent in the clerical
field. Its efforts to place former abusers in low-
paid unskilled jobs have largely failed (from a purely
statistical vantage point). Although PACT applicants
Are o4er 70% male, over 50% of its 'Placements have
been in clerical positions, which have traditionally_been
female dominated. Attempts to fill semi- and Unskilled
blue collar jobs (e.g. messenger, security guards,
order pickers) have usually resulted in early texmina-
_tion of employment.

Given the limita-tions on availdhle data it is
-difficult to come to:firm conclusions. Once fully
operative, the PACT Management Information system should
provide an invaluable data base. It:would be extremely
interesting to attempt to assess the. impact Of employer-
awareness on work outcome in a controllect study. (Given
similar finds of former abusers, willh one group seeking
employment with employer foreknowledge and the other
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concealing prior drug involvement, we could get a sense
of which group fared better and why.)

A number of other questions, many of which _have
wider manpower implications, emerge. Given the
apparent lack of success in placing former abusers in
low pay jobs, we should ask whether salary subsidies
for the morking poor are sensible approach and a'good
investment_of_public_monehould the suppprtedtwox.k
approach,.which appears to have been successful .at
least with respect to retaining former abusers, be
extended to a community development kind of activity?-
For example,-supported work projects appear to have
been relatively successful in retaining people in
menial jobs while similar placements by PACT:have
failed-.---Nre-differences-in-job-retention-duaTtothe
greater willingness of drug abusers to work together
or are projects like Wildcat simply More tolerant and
understanding with respect to the former'abuser.

Much has been made recently of the employability of
the former drug abuser and, while there is clear suppor-
tive evidence, the data provided by PACT with respect
to retention and termination is diappointing. While
those who are retained appear to be highly, rated by
employers, the reported leVels of termination and
discharge are troubling.

In reviewing the data one is also alarmed at the
fact that only 85 companies have hired any individuals
through PACT and that only-42 have.hired ex-addicis
more than once. This and the degree of under-reporting
hardly suggests the existence of a cadre of deeply
committed companies (although-many companies may be
hiring former drug abusers from other sources)'.

Trends in this data also suggest that a significant
amount of mismatching between former drug abusers and
available jobs continues to exist and'that this prOblem
is not likely to be-resolved through currently
functioning job development and.pre-screening approaches.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

With respect to the data (confined to. the New York
setting) collected and interpreted in.this section,
th following points appear to be crucial:
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The overall situation with respect to both the
hiring (or non-hiring) of addicts and/or ex-
addicts and their subsequent performance in
the work situation is very complex and suffers
from an apparent lack of systematic and coordi-
nated record-keeping and follow-up.

Private sector commitment to hiring ex-addicts
and addicts-in-treatment continues to-be very
low, even with (or through) the existence of an
agency (PACT) which is both destined to foster
such commitment and is itself the beneficiary
of substantial private-sector input.

Fewer_than_50%_of.the.222 placements_reported
by PACT are still employed (after 2 years) in
their original placement.

Of those retained, two-thirds are viewed or
ranked by their employers as "above average"
in competence and productivity as compared
with similiarly employed personnel having no
addiction histories.

The rate of termination of employees with
addictiori histories is "alarming" (i.e., substan-
tially exceeds retention rates).

There appears to be a legitimate basis for
concern regarding the "mis-matching" of referred
clients and available jobs (i.e., while over 70%
of the applicants processed are male-s, attained
placements are primarily in those areas--
clerical positionsgenerally, assumed to be or
actually occupied by females).
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATI ()lip

All .. attempts to discover "truth" or to "develop
new _knowledgeespecially_inquiries_that_oCoUr_ in,
the world outside the university or clinical laboratonv--

, -

are, almost by definition', fraught with difficu],tY.
Faced with the reality of variables that- are, Often
beyond control, methodologies which are-continhallY-
open to question and ever-shifting' definitions of the
"takget population," the social ,Sdientist is forever
4eal-ing-in-approximations-;--Put-somewhat'diff erently7---
our task i s not to_ -indulge ourselves in , acts , of myth-
affirmation, but to seriously attempt to ,further .
differentiate a host of interlocking:Variables so as
to both provide greater empirical clarity and contri,
hute to the Process 1311' which- "truth""is''FaPProched.
the present study there are many "truths," none of
which emerge with compellinq clarity. That is not to
say, however, that the approximations upon Which-they
must eventually be founded are'either as-veiled or as
unapproachable as was the case prior to our research.

The general picture that emerges from the,cUrrent
investigation is a reasonably coherent one.. We are
confronted with a situation characteriZed by the following
parameters:

urban settings or labor markets characterized
.

by (1) a general restriction in economic
resources; (2) a large turnover rate in rela-
tively low-skilled and comparatively, low.=paying
jobs; and (3). high competition for these rela-
tively "career-less" vocational openings.

. addict treatment or rehabilitation ,programs
that, aside from rhetoric or genuine desire,
(1) do not possess either the capabilities, or
traditions that would enable them to deal
effectively with- the, problems of client
employment; (2) are populated by clients that
eventually fall back upon' themselves and their
own resources for vocational entrance; and (3)
are themselves struggling to -unravel the



puzzle of effectively relating themselves to
"the world of work."

a private sector that is, by-and-large, (1)

unyielding in its fears concerning the ex-
addict and/or addict-in-treatment; (2) incon-
sistent in its efforts to develop the data required
to alter these,perceived fears; and (3) very
slowly beginning to entertain the possibility
tht employees with drug histories can function
at least as effectively and productively as
employees without such histories..

In addition to the above, however, the current
-investigation-did-uncover what-might-be-considered-some
surprising, new or unanticipated data. It appears,
for example, that, contrary to the prevatling mythqlogy,
Drug-Free treatment programs offer more varied employment-
related services than do the Methadone-Maintenance programs.
Secondly, it seems to be the case that while "counseling"
remains as the primary "intervention strategy," many
drug treatment pzograms are beginning to supplement,
diversify, or otherwise broaden their range-of employ-
ment-related activities. And, finally, that7for reasons .

as yet unclear, there appears to be no relationship

'between programmatically-available occupational emphasis

and employment outcomes: ensuing client salary, job
satisfaction or self-concept of vocational ability.
In short, the data indicate that while the overall
employment situation Confronting the ex-addict or
addict-in-treatment remains bleak, some movement appears

to be occurring that would indicate a growing acceptance
of the link between jobs and rehabilitation.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Clearly, with respect to the urban labor market
contexts in both New York City and Greater Boston, we
cannot disregard the reality that the vocational
opportunities available (either to the "normally"
unemployed or to those who are both unemployed and the

bearers of a drug history) are both limited'and
limiting. Those jobs which are relatively "high paying"

and hold out the prospect of long-term stability and
professional or vocational advancement are either rare
in nature or functionally unavailable for (and to) those
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with drug histories and the educational, social
and economic "disadvantages" that usually accompany
such 1%.,Lstories. In addition, such practices as bonding,
union membership and specialized licensing processes
further limit the ex-addict's access to whatever
economic stability one can find in a labor market where
high 'turnover rates and intense competition are the
rule rather than the exception. And, finally, given
the current trand in federal funding orientations (i.et,
the movement away from the "special .group" focus that
characterized much of the manpower program planning and
development over the past 10 years), it appears unlikely
that the ex-addict and addict-in-treatment populations
will be the recipients of any substantial new or existing
resources. It is, in short, a situation so serious
in its implications as to raise fundamental questions
concerning the future directions and actions available
to the federal government in its attempts to deal with
the drug problem in this country.

At a very minimum level, the urban labor market
data in New York and Greater Boston lead us to the
following.recommendations:

. that specific labor market'analyses of parti-
cular settings precede any and all attempts
'at manpower program development;

that such analyses become "standard operating
procedure" so as to maximize the possibilities
of realistic vocational preparation and skill
training; and

that a review be undertaken to assess the
probability that the current policy of "non-
rreference" will ultimately resUlt in practices
through which the "survival of the favored"
will emerge as the dominant ideology in dealing
with the problems of disadvantaged groups.

With respect to the orientations of drug treat-
ment programs, the current investigation has yielded
data that would indicate a growing acceptance of the
importance of employment-related issues in the rehabili-
tation of drug addicts. In addition,_there is some
evidence to suggest that this acceptance or awareness
is slowly being translated into specific practices
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aimed at enhancing the employability of clients. Drug-
Free programs appear to be taking the lead in this
process. The "conversion process" itself, however,
is a very slow one. Most programs continue to empha-
size those practices (e.g. pre- and post-employment
counseling) for which their staffs are trained and
around which their interventions have been structured,
both historically and traditionally. However strong
the intent or genuine the concern, it is clear that
programs currently possess neither the resources nor
the support (internal or external) to quickly or
significantly alter their "talking cure" orientation
to the problems presented by their clients. This
reality is reflected rather clearly in the behavior
of clients who seek to gain entrance into the world
of work. Lacking specific skills (or program-based
training), and caught in a "system" of uncoordinated
efforts, marginal relationships between treatment
programs and employers, and chronic mis-matching of
skills and job openings, the client is forced to nego-
tiated his/her way without clear and facilitative insti-
tutional supports. Consequently, the prospects for
success (already low because of the_nature of'the
dynamics of the labor market itsel) are further
reduced.

Given the above, minimal recommendations would
include:

the provision of specific manpower resources
to drug programs on an in-house basis;

the development of centralized job databanks
for use by drug treatment programs in a given
geographical area or region; and

the attempt to provide addicts-in-treatment and
ex-addicts with "vocational alternatives" through
the development of small businesses tied
directly to existinq,drug rehabilitation
programs.

The data also.support the contention that, if
and when they are finally employed, ex-addicts, and
addicts-in-treatment perform at a level which is at
least,comparable to that of other workers without
drug addiction histories. Indeed, it'also appears
to be the case, at least in terms of the low-level
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jobs currently available in the New York City area,
that most'employees with drug histories are perceived
as performing "above average." Unfortunately, these
findings do not as yet appear to have had any appre-
ciable impact on the hiring practices of potential
private sector employers. Instead, amid a situation
dharacterized by unsystematic and uncoordinated efforts,
the ex-addict or addict-in-treatment continues to be
confronted by an "informal system" characterized by
limited employability preparation, real or manufactured
barriers to employment, and vocational "opportunities"
that hold out very little in the way of genuine possibili-
ties for economic stability, social acceptance and
personal growth.

Given the above, we would recommend:

a re-analysis of the roles, responsibilities and
possibilities of the private sector vis a
vis the employment of the ex-addict and/or
addict-in-treatment.

a systematic re-assessment of the processes
or linkages that currently define the relation-
ships between treatment programs and private
sector employers; and

. an exploration of alternative models (i.e.,
models other than sheltered workshops, existing
institutional or employer-service agency
relationships, etc.) through which private
sector commitments to employ ex-addicts can
be developed-,-implemented-andl-rnost--importantly-,---- --
evaluated.

A final note. It is, of course, as unfortunate as
it is true, that periods of general or widespread
economic retrenchment tend to be particularly disastrous
for those groups which possess the least social, economic
and political power. Their viability, while always,
marginal, even in "good times,H becomes even more pre-
carious during periods of prolonged economic dislocation.
The ex-addict and addict-in-treatment are among those
citizens whose very existence is most endangered by the
current period of "stagflation." The situation is
particularly perilous for them and, unlike what pros-
pects might exist for other "disadvantaged" groups,
there is no reason to believe that their plight will be
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significantrly, improved in the immediate f=ture. The
confluemce- ofinterests reprossentee by drvol ittatmen:t
proarazta vn the one hva,4,. private secfor earriployers
on the .-.7jt) do not bdife lagi for the unetvioyed ex-
addict =z- ict-in-trealanW4. It zemains to be seen
whether- at the federal (government; independent
of irs curre at orientation islay from "specient Linteres-t"
prog=suard assnme a more direct and xieating
role on 10-er behalf.
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SCHEDULE A
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

INTRODUCTION

As you know from the information which was sent to you,
the Drug Action Research Team is doing this study to find
out more about the problems which addicts-in-treatment and
ex-addicts face in trying to get employment, the kinds of
things happening in programs which are related to employment,
and the ways in which jobs actually are found in successful
cases.

Our hope is not only that the information you and others
can provide will be of some direct use to you and others
when shared, but that it will influence government policy
to support more job development and placement resources for
addicts and drug programs.

The information you give me as we go through the inter-
view will be analyzed without the names of individuals or
programs, in fact we will never know any of the clients'
names. We will not be speaking to any employers, in any
part of this study.

(FOR PROJECT DIRECTOR ONLY; OMIT IN CLIENT INTERVIEWS)
HAVE YOU COMPLETED SCHEDULE Al WHICH WE SENT YOU BY
MAIL? MAY I HAVE IT, PLEASE?

Now I will ask you a set of questions. Most of them can
be answered directly; for a few I will give you a card from
which the answers are to be chosen.

Do you have any questions before we begin?

ALL RIGHT THE FIRST QUESTION IS . .
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A - PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Fdr each of the following services I
tell me if your program provides the
about what percentage of your clients
the service in the last year?

SERVICE
IS IT
PROVIDED

will read, please
service and
have received

WHAT PERCENTAGE
WOULD YOU ESTI-
MATE RECEIVED
SERVICE

CARD
COLUMN

1. Educational Services

a. High school equiva-
lency training ( )NO ( )YES

b. Any other educa-
tional services? ( )NO ( )YES

c. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES
d. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES
e. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES

2. Legal Services

a. Regarding personal
family matters ( )NO ( )YES

b. Regarding offender
status ( )NO ( )YES

c. Any other legal
services? . ( )NO ( )YES

d. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES
e. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES
f. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES

3. Counseling Services

a. Psychotherapy ( )NO ( )YES
b. Individual

counseling ( )NO ( )YES
c. Group coun-

seling ( )NO ( )YES
d. Family coun-

seling ( )NO ( )YES
e. Any other coun-

seling services? ( )NO ( )YES
f. ( ) ( )NO ( )YES

B-ii
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11, 12, 13

14
16, 17, 18.

19 - 22
23 - 26

29

32

33
37
41
45

48

51

54

57

58
62



Detoxification - Anternal

( ) NO ( ) YES

5. Detoxification - external

( ) NO ( ) YES

6. Are there any other non-vocational services
we have not mentioned?

b.

c.

( ) NO

CARD
,COLUMN

63-65

68

( ) YES 72

( ) NO ( ) YES

( ) NO ( ) YES

7. TOTAL # OF SERVICES OFFERED

8. Given no client increase, if your received
e an immediate 20% increase in your overall
,budget, with no restrictions, what would
you do? that is, how would you spend your
allocation?

a. What would be first on your priority list?

b. What would be next?

INTERVIEWERS PROBE IF RESPONSES ARE TOO GENERAL . .

141
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80-71
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12, 13

14

15
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,;CHEDULE A 1

Pro ram Director for Self-Comiiletion 1.I.D.#
TIT T2T TST

'BASIC CARD INFORMATION

010-109 Methadone New York Agency
110-119 Methadone MaSsachusetts Agency
210-219 Drug free'l.New. York Agency
310-319 Drug free Massachusetts.Agency

..

501-550 Completer New,.York Drug Free
601-650 Completer MasSachusetts Methadone
701-750 Completer Massadhusetts Drug Free

2. Schedule

1 - Al Agency self-completion

2- AB Program Director Interview

3 - CD Emdividual Interview

INTERVIEWER _FOR AB & CD ONLY SCORE 0 on Al

3. Time of Day Day of Week

0. N.A.

1. Morning 1. Monday.

2. Afternoon 2. Tuesday

3. Evening 3. Wednesday

4. Thursday

5. Friday

6. Saturday

7. Sunday

5. Month

6. Length of interview in minutes
'DT (10 )

B -iv
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SCHEDULE Al

PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR SELF-COMPLETION

Program Director:

Please complete the following and return to
the interviewer at the time of the interview. If
you have questions the interviewer will be glad
to go over them with you at that time.

1. How many clients are currently enrolled in
your program?

a. How many are residential?

2. limw many client&-were served by this zAnncy
during the past ,vear?

3. What would you say is the maximum.possible
,enrollment?

a. Ratio of Item 1/Item 3 to be calculated

CARD
COLUMN

B- v
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20-22

23-26 .



-2-

The following questions concern clients currently
enrolled in your2rogram

4. What percentage of 'the clients now enrolled
in your program would you estiMate 'are:

b.

Whapercentages o _vour clients would you
estimate are:

a. ::under 20 years -of. age

-under 20 to 24

25 to 29

3D to 34

e. :3E5 to 39

f. 40 and .over 1 %

6. What percentage of your clients would you.
estimate are on welfare?

7. What percentage of your clients would you
estimate are:

a. Black

b. White

c. 4panish .surname

d. Oriental

e. American Indian

f. Other

144
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31 32

33, 34

35 36

37 38

39 40

41 42

43, 44,,,

45 :4f

47 .48. :

49 50
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53,
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The following questions concern those clients
that entered the program during the paat
tweIvelnontEs.

8. a. What percentage would you estimate were
employed at the time they enrolled?

b. What percentage would you estimate are
currently-employed?

9. Of those who axe currently employed:

a. What percentage are employed in this
program?

b. What,percentage are employed in other
treatment programs?

c, What percentage are employed in Other
programs providing human services such
as hospitals and social service agencies?

d. What percentages are employed in private
industry?

e. What percentages are employed in government
jobs other than human services?

f. What percentage would you estimate were
placed in employment by agency staff?

g. What percentage would you estimate obtained
employment with no staff assistance?

CARD
COLUMN.

-57-,

59, 60

61, .62

63, 64

65, 66

67. 68

70

71, 72

73, 74
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10. Please Endioate
filling -various
first column.
the total hours
by all persons

POSITION

the number
positions

In the second
per week spent

occupying that
COLUMN A

No. of

.occupying
the
position

1Df staff currentigy
tri your agency

column indicate_
in the progrmr

position.
COLUMN B

Total hours
per week-for
all persons
occupying

in .- e

COLUMN C

Changes
----ba last

3B mos.
''.-: total
hourrs

a . Director
b. Assistant

Director
. Physician

d. Psychiatrist -,
e. Cotmselor 1

f. Vocational
Rehabilita-
tion Courts.

g. Job Developer

h. Secretary _-
i. Teacher

j. Skill trainers
em~8.
k. Volunteers

Other (identify)
1.

m.

n.

o.

p.-
146



11. Have there been any staffing changes in t4
( ) YES ( ) NO

If yes,
Where there have been changes, please indicate the'
of hours of program involvement for that (those)
position(s) as they were 6 months ago in Column C.



SCHEDULE B

PROGRAM DIRECTOR INTERVIEW

1. What does your program think is most important
for keeping people off heroin? Next most
important? Etc.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Total number of mentions

la. What obstacles does your program think most
get in the way of staying off heroin?

a.

b.

d.

Total number of mentions

. How important does your agency think employment
is for helping people stay off heroin?

a. Extremely important

b. Very important

c. Important

d. Unimportant

e. Very unimportant

f. Extremely unimportant

B-
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15
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19

20
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22, 23

24-1
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24-6



;

This card (HAND CARD #r) lists different
things a program can do to help people get
and keep jobs, they are listed as A, 13.
and D.

INTERVIEWER: READ EACH ALTERNATIVE
THE RESPONDENT -

I want you to tell me which one your program
thinks is most important . . , Now which one
is next -mos t-important?- -Which- one- --is-leas t
important?

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE
ACTIVITY CATEGORY

A

4. Which ..of A, B,. C, and 'D dOes your prograni
itself and for which ones would they send
people to another program?

BY YOUR PROGRAM BY OTHER AGENCIES

A.

B.

C.

D.

( ) No ( ) YES

( ) NO ( ) YES

( ) NO ( )YES

( ) NO (

( (

( )NO ( )'YW

( )NO. ( )M.

.( ).NO ( )Y4S
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INTERVIEWER: I would now like- to ask you some questions
about more specific activities that a
program may do to help people get and keep
jobs.

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD #2)

On this card they are numbered 1

INTERVIEWER: READ EACH ALTERNATIVE TO THE RESPONDENT.
(-CHART -ON PAGE

5. I. would now like you to tell me how important
your pi-ogram thinks each activity is for
helping'.a. client either get or keep a job.
For each tell me, as listed, on Card 2, if
your agency thinks it is 1. extremely
impor-tant, 2. very important, 3. important
4. unimportant, 5. very unimportant, or
6. extremely. unimportant.

INTERVIEWER: GO THROUGH ONE AT A TIME .AND RECORD ANSWERS I
COLUMN A IN CHART ON PAGE 4

6. Which of these activities does your program
provide directly and which do you ask others
to provide?

INTERVIEWER:- RECORD ANSWERS IN COLUMN B OF CHART.

7. For each activity that your program provides
directly, which staff members provide these
activities and how many total staff-hours are
spent per week on each activity?

INTERVIEWER: ASK 'ONE AT A TIME AND. RECORD STAFF POSITIONS
IN COLUMN C AND TOTAL HOURS IN COLUMN D.

8. What percentage of your clients participate in
each employment activity your agency provides?

INTERVIEWER: ASK-ITEMS CHECKED AS AGENCY PROVIDED ONE AT A
TIME AND RECORD ANSWERS IN COLUMN E IN CHART.

INTERVIEWER: CHECK FORM Al FOR STAFF
IF CHANGES ARE NOTED:

9. You have noted on this form that there have been
staff changes in the past six months. Do any of
those changes affect the job related activities 'ive

have been talking about? For example, were any of
these services increased or decreased by the_staff
changes?

( ) YES

9a. INTERVIEWER LIST AREAS AND NOTE CHANGES IN COLUMN F

IN CHART.



CARD #3 ITEMBi (CARD #3 ON FOLLOWING PAGE)

(HAND CARD #3 TO RESPONDENT). On this card is a list
of 22 items of problems which can make getting a job
difficult.

10. Can you think of any more which could be added
to the lis4.?

INTERVIEWER: HAVE RESPONDENT WRITE ON CARD AND
YOU WRITE HERE FOR CODING,

A.

B.

C.

11. Which of these problems does your program comider
to be most serious? . . . Next most seriohs? . .

Next most serious?

Rank 1.

Rank 2.

Rank 3.

12. Which 3 are least serious?

Rank 1,

Rank 2.

Rank 3.

B -

CARD
COLUMN

11

:12

.13

14

15

16

17

18.

19



Category

1.Diagnosis of
vocational
strengths &
preferences

7Fg-7,Firg1oyment
counseling
and planning

3.Job readiness
training

4.Te mica
skill
training'

5.Remedia
education

6.Jo devel-
opment and
employer
education

7.Referral &
placement
activities

8.Emi5loyer
follow-up

9.Post
employment
counseling
and other
supports

Col D
hour Col F

Col A Col B Col C per Col E Staff
IMP in ext Who week % C Changes

152

38-4

61

73

80-1
10

28

40

52

64

76

80-2



010 - 019 Methadone

110- 119 Nethadone

210 - 219 Drug free

310 - 319 Drug free

401 - 450 Completer

501-- 550 Completer

601-::: 650 Completer

701 - 750 Completer

0 2. Schedule

SCHEDULES C & D

Client Interviews

BASIC CARD IDENTIFICATION-

New York Agency,

Massachusetts'Agency

New York Agency'

Massachusetts Agency

New York Methadone

New York Drug_free_.

Massachusetts.,Drug free

Massachusetts Drug free

(4)

1 - Al Agency self-completion

2 - B. Program Director Interview

3 - CD Individual Interview

INTERVIEWER - FOR AB &..,CD ONLY SCORE 0 on Al

3. Time

0.

1.
2.
3.

of Day 4.

1.
2,

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Day of Week

N.A.

Morning
Afternoon
Evening

Monday
Tuesday

. Wednesday.
ThUrsday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

5. Month
17) (8)

6. Length of interview in minutes
-371- (10)

(1) -CIF



SCHEDULE C

I'm going to ask you some questions about the time
you spent in program.

1. About how many months would you say you (have
been) (were),__in this program?

2. How many of these were continuous months?

3. How many months in residence?

3a. Are you still enrolled?

( ) YES C, 1 NO

4. If no:

About when did you leave the program?

CARD
COLUMN

5. How old would you say you were when you first got
heavily into drugs?
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NOW SOME QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE JOB YOU HAVE HELD
THE LONGEST BEFOPE YOU ENTERED THE TPEATMENT PROGRAM

6. What was your title?

7. What did you do?

8. Are you still working at the job?

( ) YES ( ) NO

9. How long did you work at that job?

months

10. Was it before, during, or after addiction?

( ) before

( ) during

( ) after

10a. If during or after, was the employer aware of you
drug dependency?

( ) YES ( ) NO

10b. If yei, how did your employer find out about your
addiction?

CARD
COLUMN
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(24, 25).

(26)

(27 - 29)

(30)

(32 - 34)



11. Was it a full time or part time job?

( ) full time

( ) part time

12. What was your weekly pay before taxes?

13. Do you think you .had the ability to hold a job
at a higher level, there or elsewhere?

( ) YES ( ) NO

14. If yes,

Much higher

Somewhat higher

Slightly higher

15. How satisfied would you say you were with
that job?

extremely satisifed

very satisfied

satisfied

dissatisfied

very dissatisfied

extremely dissatisfied

CARD
COLUMN

35

36 - 38

39

40

'41



NOW LET'S TALE ABOUT YOUR FIRST JOB HELD DURING
TREATMENT OR UPON COMPLETION OF THE TREATMENT
PROGRAM.

16. Is it the same job we have just discussed?

( ) YES ,( ) NO

(INTEPVIEWER NOTE: IF YES, SKIP TO ITEM 25)

17. What is the title of this job?

18. Are you still working at that job?

( ) YES ( ) NO

19. How long have you held (did you hold) that

months

20. Is (was) it full time or part time?

( ) full time

( ) part time

jaw?

CARD
COLUM

42

43, 44

45

46 - 48

49



21. Is (was) the employer aware of y our drug
dependency?

( ) YES

CARD
COLUMN

( ) NO 5 0

22. What is (was) your weekly pay before taxes?

23. Do you think you have the ability to hold
a job at a higher level, there or elsewhere?

( ) YES ( ) NO

23a. If yes,

much higher

somewhat highe't

slightly higher

24. How satisfied would you say you are (were)
with that job?

extremely satisfied

very satisfied

satisfied

dissatisfied

very dissatisfied

extremely dissatiskied
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25. What kind of a job do you feel you are able to
hold-with your current level of skill?

Title

INTERVIEWER: CODE IN ONE CATEGORY BELOW

Professional - Managerial

Technical

Sales

Clerical

Skilled (Craftsman)

Seri-skilled (operative)-

Unskilled (laborer)

26. Were there any employment-related services
you did not receive from your program, which
you think might have assisted you in obtaining
a job?

( ) YES ( ) NO

26a. If yes, what were they?

List

1,

CARD
COLUMN

57

59_

59 - 61



NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME BACKGROUND
QUESTIONS.

27. How old are you?

28. Highest grade in school completed:

29. G.E.D.

( ) YES ( ) NO

30. Your current family status:

1. Single

2. Married

3. Separated

4. Divorced

5. Widowed

6. Other

B-xxii
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62, 63

64, 65
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67



THE INTERVIEWER TO COMPLETE:

1. Female

2. Male

Ethnicity:

1. Black

2. White

3. Spanish
surname

4. oriental

5. American
Indian

6. Other

Vg.
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1.

SCHEDULE D

CARD
COLUMN

INDIVIDUAL

What do you think is most important for keeping
people off heroin? Next most important? Etc.

a. (11)

(12),b.

....r...1111.

c. (13)

(14)d. 1111111.01

(15)Total number of mentions

la. What obstacles do you think most get in the
ofstaying off heroin?

wIIIIIegmewswe

way

a. (16)

b. (17)

c. (18)

(19).(1.

(20)Total number of mentions

2. How important do you think emzloyment is
to helping people staying Off heroin? 21

a. extremely important (21-1)

b. very important (21-2)

c. important (21-3)

d. unimportant (21-4)

e. very unimportant (21-5)

f. extremely unimportant (21-6)



3. This card (HAND CARD #1) lists different
things programs can do to help people get and
keep jobs. They are listed as A, B, C, and D.

INTERVIEWER: READ EACH ALTEPNATIVE (A B, C, AND
D TO THE RESPONDENT.

I want you to tell me which one you think is most
important . . . Now which one is next most important?
Which one is least important?

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE RESPONDENTS
ACTIVITY. CATEGORY RANK ORDER

CARD
COLUMN

A 22

23

24

25

4. Whicn of A, B, C, D, on your card does (did)
your program do and for which ones would
they send you to another program?

A. (

By YOUR PROGRAM BY OTHER AGENCIES

26, 27) NO ( )'YES ( ) NO ( )' YES

B. ( ) NO ( ) YES ( ) NO ( ) YES 28, 29

C. ( ) NO ( ) YES ( ) NO ( ) YES 30, 31

D. ( ) NO ( ) YES ( ) NO ( ) YES 32, 33
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(HAND CARD #4 TO RESPONDENT) Here is a list of methods
of getting jobs.

5. Can you think of any to add?

(WRITE ON CARD)

6. Please rank these in ordex_of usefulness
to ex-addicts in getting a job.

(INTERVIEW GOES. THROUGH WITH INTERVIEWEE)

INTERVIEWER: WHICH 2 DO YOU THINK APE
MOST USEFUL

WHICH 2 DO YOU THINK APE
NEXT MOST USEFUL

WHICH.2 DO YOU THINK ARE
NEXT MOST USEFUL

ETC..

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ANSWERS IN CHART ON
PAGE 7

7. Which of these did you actually use in
getting your first job immediately after
leaving the program?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ANSWERS IN CHART ON
PAGE 7

8.. Mhich ones worked for you in getting
that job?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ANSWERS IN CHART ON
PAGE 7

B-xxvi
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9: Did you express specific vocational goals

to the program staff?

( ) YES ( ) NO

10. If yes,

Did the program try to help you reach those
goals?

( ) YES ( ) NO

11. If no, what do you think their reasons
were for not helping?

12. As you know, this project is attempting to
study the job-finding experiences and employ-
ment perfordahces of ex-addicts. Is Ihere
anything we haven't talked about s6 far that
you would like to discuss?

B-xxvii
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THE INTERVIEW TO COMPLETE

SEX:

1. Female

2. Male

ETHNICITY:

1. Black

2. White

3. Spanish surname

4. Oriental

5. American Indian

6. Other

166
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CARD # 1

A. GENERAL PREPARATION FOR EMPLOYABILITY

diagnosis of vocational strengths and preferences

pre-employment counseling and planning

job 'readiness training

B. SKILL DEVELOPMENT NECESSARY FOR EMPLOYABILITY

technical skill training

remedial education training

C. HELPING A CLIENT GET EMPLOYMENT

job d,welopment and emPloyer preparation

referral. and placement activities

D. FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES TO HELP CLIENT KEEP JOB

employer follow-up

post employment counseling and other supports
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.....

CARD #2

1. DIAGNOSIS OF VOCATIONAL STRENGTHS AND PREFERENCES

2. PRE-EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND PLANNING

3. JOB READINESS TRAINING

4. TECHNICAL SKILL TRAINING

5. REMEDIAL EDUCATION TRAINING

6. JOB DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYER PREPARATION

7. REFERRAL AND PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES

8. EMPLOYER FOLLOW-UP

POST EMPLOYMENT COUNSELINq AND OTHER SUPPORTS

I. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

2. VERY IMPORTANT

3. IMPORTANT

4. UNIMPORTANT

5. VERY UNIMPORTANT

6. EXTREMELY UNIMPORTANT

B-xxx
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CARD # 3

1. Lack of appropriate skils

2. Abuse of alcohol

3. Abuse of other substances

4. Lack of necessary tools

5. Transportation problems

6. Family responsibilities

7. Employment or aptitude.tests

8. Health problems (non-drug)

9. Lack of reference

10. Employer discrimination against ex-addiats

11. Difficulty with English

12. Lack of work experience

13. Lack of license/bonding

Inadequate_salary___

15. Overly stringent job requirements

16. Employer discrimination aginast race

17. Lack of education

18. Tight labor market

19. Criminal record

20.. Too young

21. ToO old

22. Inability of employer to secure insurance

23.

24.

25.



CARD #4

1. Referral to employment agency by agency staff

2. Referral to employment agency by self, friends, or
family

3. Referral to another community agency by agency staff

4. Referral to another community agency by self, friends,
or family

5. Referral to union by agency staff

6. Referral to union by self, friends, or family

7. Referral to welfare department by self, friends, or
family

9. Use of newspaper ads by agency

10. Individual use of newspaper ads

11. Referral to employer by agency staff

12. Referral to employer hy self, friends, or family

OTHER LIST

14.

15.

170
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CARD #4 ITEMS:

INTERVIEWER: HAND CARD FOUR TO THE RESPONDENT

Here is a list of methods of getting jobs.

13. Can you think of any more?

INTERVIEWER: WRITE ANY ADDITIONS IN CHART ON
.

FOLLOWING PAGE. HAW, INTERVIOR
WRITE ON CARD.

14: Please rank these in order of usefulness to ekuldictz
in obtaining employment.

INTERVIEWER: GO THROUGH WITH RESPONDENT -

WHICH 2 OF THESE ITEMS DOES YOUR AOkla
THNK ARE MOST USEFUL

WHICH 2 ARE NEXT MOST USEFUL

WHICH 2 ARE NEXT MOST USEFUL

ETC.

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ANSWERS IN CHART ON PAGE 6a
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1. Referral to employment
agency by agency staff

2. Referral to employment
agency by self, friends,
or family

3. Referral to another
community agency by
agency staff

4.. Referral to another
community agency.by self,_
friends, or family

5. Referral to union bY agency
staff

6. Referral to union by self,
friends, or family

7. Referral to welfare department
by agency staff

8. Referral to welfare department
by self, friends or family

9. Use of newsp,aper ads by agency
.,-`,---,,---,-,---

10. Individual use of newspaper

11. Referral to employer by agency
staff

12. Referral to employer by self,
friends, or family

Other - list

13.

14.

15.
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CARD #5

a. Individual lacks necessary skills and abilities

b. Program lacks necessary resources

c. Condition external to individual and program
(such as legal or labor market problems)

173
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RANK USED WORKED

1. Referral to private
employment agency
by agency staff

2. Referral to private
employment by self,
friends, or faculty

, 3. Referral to another
community agency by
agency staff

4. Referral to another
community'agency by
self, friends,or
family

5. Referral to union
bylagency staff

6. Referral to union by
self, friends, or
family

7. Referral to we7.fare
department by.
agency staff

8. Referral to welfare
department by self,
friends or family

9. Use of newspaper
ads by agency

10. Individual use of
newspaper ads

11. Referral to employer
by agency staff

12. Referral to employer
by self, friends, or
family

13.

YES NO YES NO 20-

24-

28-

,

32-

40-

44-

48-7.

52-

56-

50-

64-

68-

73-

----

__-- YES NO

--

YES NO
, _

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

,

YEs No

--

YES -NO

YES NO

. _

YES NO

YES NO YES NO

.
.

,

YES _NO YES -NO

YES NO

_
YES NO

-- YES NO

--

YES NO

YES NO

_ _

YES NO

,

YES NO YES NO

14.

174
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15. Of those clients who express specific vocational
aspirations what percent express attainable goals?

15a. (HAND CARD 45) Of those who do not express
attainable goals what is the majdr reason they
are unattainable for most? Next major reason?

a. Individual lacks necessary skills
and abilities

b. Program lacks necessary resources

c. Condition external to individual
and program (such as legal or labor
market problems)

16, How satisfied would you say. yourclients- _
are with the employment they obtain? Would
you say. they_are:

.....

a. extremely satisfied

b. very satisfied

c. satisfied

d. dissatisfied

e. very dissatisfied

f. extremely dissatisfied

17. As you know, this project is attempting to study the
job finding experiences and employment performances of.
ex-a,,3clicts. Is there anything that we haven't talked
about so far that you would like to discuss?

17 5
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APPENDIX C:

DESCRIPTION OF PACT AND ITS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

The information contained in Part C of Chapter VI
is based upon a preliminary analysis of data developed
in conjunction with the PACT (Provide Addict Care Today)
employment project which was launched in New York'City
in 1973.

The launching of.this effort coincided with the
first major attention which had been given to the em-
ployment problems of former drug abusers. Public hear-
ings about the employability of former addicts (and dis-
crimination against them) had been conducted by both the
Temporary State Commission to Re-evaluate the Drug Laws
and_the New York City Human Rights Commission. Both the
Addiction Services Agency and the Wildcat Service Corpor-
ation, the latter utilizing the transitional employment
or supported work concept, were greatly expahding their
efforts. Similar developments have followed on the na-
ti.onal level. Publications and papers concerning the
issues have appeared with increasing frequency. Seminars
for employers became more widespread. Treatment program
staffs were augmented by job developers and vocational
rehabilitation specialists and the topics became separate
seminars and workshops at the various dzug-industrial
complex conferences.

At that time the situation was far more confused
than it appears to be at the present. Treatment pro-
grams, particularly methadone maintenance, were simul-
taneously :reporting increasing employment as the dura-
tion of treatment increased, and criticizing employers
for the refusal to hire. Employers (particularly lar-
ger ones) were either apprehensive about drug abusers,
or complained they could not,find qualified applicants.

One of the main issues involved the fact that treat-
ment program reporting was based upon self reporting by
clients. For the most part, the issue of employer know-
ledge of previous addiction was overlooked. On the em-
ployer side, companies often did not know about clients'
prior drug involvement so that many who were Viewed as
employment "successes" by treatment programs were invis-
ible to companies. However, the companies usually did

176
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discover (or at least suspect) many of the failures even
when the drug history had been concealed at the time of
hiring.

The issues, were further complicated because the
problem of employing ex-heroin addicts was intertwined
with problems of racial discrimination (3/4 of the ad-
dict population consisted.of-minority group members) and
criminality. In addition, Very little was known:about
the kinds of jobs former addicts either mere qualified
for or, in fact, did hold. The.economy-wasAm. a downward
spiral, and many companies were reduCing their work
forces. Attention was being focussed increasingly 'on
affirmative action .for 'females and, in general, on entry
into the higher rather than lower levels ofemplOyment.

PACT hoped to be able to approach. companieS,and de-
velop_ ajob'bank while at the:same:time encouraging_
treatment programs to.provide.a pool of appiicantS whO
were ready to work. Having access to a wide:range of
jobs and larger numbers of applicants than .any Single
treatment program or employer,. PACT would be in a.better
position to match clients and jobs.

PACT's system also relieved agencies and'applicants
of concern over the issue of whether or not to conceal
prior drug (and criminal) involvement since-PACTAs ap-
proach required a prior corporate decision to conscious-
ly hire former abusers. Finally, the PACT approach would
.provide_for_the_firs_t_f_11.11.7qC.4.1e_f.PedbaCk from employers
with resPect to job performance.

PACT also felt its relative neutrality would facil-
itate he employment procesS: as a facilitating agency
not primarily in the business of treating, training or
employing former addicts, it would be in a better posi-
tion to identify and analyze the issues and Perform an
educational service. Being a non-governmental agency
and sponsored by business leaders it would.be..easier to
gain the trust of employers. As a communicator and ed-
ucator it could provide insights for both treatment a-
gencies and employers with respect.to what the other
side was thinking. Ultimately, PACT's expertise was ex-
pected to be very helpful to government agericies in de-
veloping training and vocational rehabilitation programs.
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In retrospect, these goals may seem overly opti-

mistic. It would appear that drug addiction is no long-
er considered the number one domestic problem. Funding
of treatment activities at the Federal, State and local
levels has peaked and the general employment scene has
continued to deteriorate. PACT has experienced greater
than anticipated difficulties both in finding jobs and
in finding applicants for available jobs.

In some respects the relatively low level of place-
ments (roughly 20 per month) has probably been disappoint-,
ing to representatives of both drug programs and businesses.

Of the 719 applicants included in the PACT data bank,
less than a third (only 222) have been plaCed. That 'num-
ber of placements has hardly provided job development re-
lief to treatment agencies. (ThRre is reason to believe
that some program administrators feel that PACT has un- ,

intentionally cut-Of f- ^tfie-ff direct -ädess to -s-birie- "dbnip7az
nies.) On the other hand, some companies are probably,
also frustrated or unenthusiastic. This possibility is , r

indicated by the fact that- 43 compattie4 have hired ex-
addicts only once and only three have hired more than
ten former drug abusers through PACT.

For its part, PACT has been attempting to adjust
its strategy and tactics ,to deal with these complex is-.

sues. Initially it concentrated on reaching the major
white-collar employers and experienced difficulty in
finding applicants with the requisite educational -and

clerical skills to fill the kinds of pcisitions which
were most available. Another problem ,was the tact that
most available entry-level positionshave,been-tradi-_ .

tionally held by females, although the population,of
former abusers is predominantly male. AttemPts to 'fill
low-skill jobs which are also low pay (Security guards,
messengers, porters, etc.) have resulted in high terTi-'
nation rates and also threateil to alienate treatment
programs and potential applicants who,feel PACT should
not even bother to list those kinds of "dead-end" posi-
tions. PACT is attempting to deal with these issues by
focusing more attention on training and working-more
closely with treatment agencies.

In order to achieve its long term educational goals,
PACT has developed a management information system.

C-iii
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Ultimately this system will provide a valuable data base
for researchers. As part of thc pre-screening interview
participants are asked a series of questions to elicit
demographic information, history of drug use, criminal
invOlvement and employment and treatMent.background.
The computer input record is Shown as Exhibit One. Ex-
hibit Two represents the input form used to record re-
ferral and hiring information. .Exhibit.Three 4 a com-
puter generated reply card which is sent to the,eMploy-
er representative 30, 60,90 days after employment And
quarterly thereafter. This reply card is returned to
PACT and the data is then included in'the comptItei:ized
record.

Data has been stored in the Computer and will per-
mit analysis, of many variablea which might have signi-
ficance with respect to hiring 4nd job performance. It
will be possible.to analyze the effect of'differences
in individual characteristics or to do differentialanal-.
ysis ,based upon a variety of treatment:programs, .employ-
er types, individual employers and individual treatMent:
programs.

As this paper is written, the Mandgement Informa-
tion S%stem is generating basic records and reports but
the computer programs designed to,do differential anal-
ysis have not yet been developed. (It would appear that
employer feedback is an additional problem and that it
will be necessary for PACT to improve its follow-up tech-
niques with employers.)

As implmentedV the system uses discrete codes for
individuals, agencies, and employers, Tc preserve con-
fidentiality, these codes are not known to the inAepen-
dent organization which provides data processing service.
While at least one individual in each employing organi-
zation is-7011e of the individual's drug history, the
decision as to who and how many individuals (including
the supervisor) will know is maen by the company.



EXHIBIT ONE

APPENDDC D

41111 PARTICIPANT RECORD>

PARTICIPANT
, SOCIAL

SECURITY
NUMBER

TRAN.
CODE.

P.A.C.T.
INTERVIEW'

DATE ,
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ON .
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S
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.... . , .. . joi PAY W %- Ii 2
m

P t.,

I

1I. .

..-

,%31 33 34 36 37 38 40 142 44 43 47 48 50 01 53 54 56 '57, 39 60 61 62 63 64 69
...."...104.01

TRAN. CODET;

14 OELET
22 a NEW

24 a F4..e

The coding system above is largely.self-explanatory and per-mits a wide range of comparisons. The data under the PACT heading(Columns 59-65) relates to ...ltern:,1 management data concerning itsown decisions.and who made them (screener, rating, decision) anaendbles PACT to classify dpplicants by clusters of treatment programs
or referral groups as well as according to the actual treatment pro-gram, time in treatment current status (splitee, graduate, etc.)
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DATE

PARTICIPANT
SOCIAL

SECURITY
NUMBER

EXHIBIT TWO

APPENDIX D

P A CUT, D
( EMPLOYER RECORD )

REFERRAL ONE

sig7=7,147mmmsommumim,agrwiak

SUBMITTED BY

REFERRAL TWO

TRAN.
CODE COMPANY

coDE
S.I.C.
coDE

ZIP CoDE DATE coMpANy
cooE

MTH. YEAR

CODE
ZIP CooE . DATE

MTH:. YEAR

9 10 12 la 15 17 21 22 23 26 27 29 30 32 36 37 38 41

HIRED BY INITIAL STATUS

cOmPANy
CobE

S.I.C.
CooE

zip CODE

o
R
o
U
G
H

K
N
o
w
S

DATE HIRED JoB TITLE

C
Ay
E
G
0
Y

GROSS
WEEKLY

pAY
D.O.T. CoDE

MTH. DAY YEAR

42 44.. 45 47 51 52 53 54 59 60 65 66 67 69 70 75j

4

' TRAN. CODES '

32 = New

34 = FILE
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EXHIBIT THREE

APPENDIX D
FRONT

STATUS REPORT AS OF XX/XX/XX
SOC. SEC. # XXX XXXX DATE OF HIRE XX XX XX EMPLOYER CODE XXX

INITIAL JOB INITIAL WAGES XXX

CURRENT JOB CURRENT. WAGES

CURRENT RATING IF TERMINATED MTH./YR. IF FIRED
ICHECK APPROPRIATE BOX) (CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX) (CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX)

EXCELLENT
GOOD

cJ RESIGNED ,-'NEW JOB
RESIGNED -.SCHOOL

ATTENDANCE
PRODUCTIVITY

AVERAGE RESIGNED UNKNOWN DO INSUBORDINATION

BELOW AVERAGE FIRED DRUG ABUSE

UNSATISFACTORY OTHER ARREST
OTHER

SPECIAL NOTES:_ SIGNATURE:

DATE:

BACK

PACT EMPLOYEE STATUS REPORT

This cord is the employer report used to updote the PACT data bank. PACT asks thot employers complete the
cord at 30, 60, and 90 days after employment and at the end of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th quarters of employment.
The Siatus Report should be completed as of the date shown at the top of the card irrespective of the current
status'of the individual. In order to updote our records we need informotion on the employee as of the date

shown on the top of the card:

"CURRENT JOB" - Show title of current position. This will be encoded ond stored
in the computer.

"CURRENT WAGES" - Show gross weekly wages for normal work week as af date ot top
uf card.

"CURRENT RATING" - We would like the supervisor's evaluation of the employee ::om
pared to ether workers in the same or similar lob.

"IF TERMINATED" - Show month and year and check appropriate box showing reason.

"IF FIRED" - Check box indicating reason for termination.

Please complete card and return to PACT - 415 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10017. If there are

any questions call - (212) 371.2950.

This pre-printed form is compUter-generated and the g's.°

above represent computer-printed data. The :cards are-Mai1_,
employer representatiVes who Compjete the forms and retmyi theM.
to- PACT which used the completed .form:to update compute-r records'.
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APPENDIX E

Industry Structure

Both New York and Boston are majOr metropolitan
areas with highly diversified economies. No single in-
dustry predominates employment opportunities in either
Boston or New York City. In fact, despite the great
difference in the size of 7r-, cities, the underly-
ing industrial structure of economies is remarka-
bly similar.

In terms of the seven major industry sector, the
New York SMSA has a somewhat higher percentage of its
total employment in the transportation/communication/
utilities sector (9.3% vs. 6.6%), and in finance/insur-
ance/real estate (9.5% vs. 7.5%), and scaewhat less in
manufacturing (20.7% vs. 22.4%). In the other major
sectors (construction trade, services and agriculture/
forestry/mining) the differences between their propor-
tions of total employment in the ,New York and Boston
MqSAs amounts to one percentage point or less.

TABLE VI.A.1

COMPARATIVE INDUSTRY STRUCTURE, BOSTON AND NEW YORK SMSA
MAJOR INDUSTRY SECTORS

Industry Sector Boston SMSA N.Y.C. SMSA

Manufacturing 22.40 20.7

Construction 5.0 4.3

Transport., Communic.,
Util. 6.6 9.3

Wholesale, retail trade 21.0 19.9

Finance, Insurance,
Real Estate 7.5 9.5

Services (inc. govt.) 36.9 35.8

Agriculture, Mining,
Forestry, Fisheries .6

100.0%

.5

100.0%
(1,136,474) !,/,,607,100)



4
When these major sectors are disaggregated, the de-

tailed differences between the two local economies are
further high-lighted.

When Manufacturing, employment is divided into 12
standard census categories New York's specialization in
apparel manufacturing becomes apparent. This is, in
fact, the only manufacturing industry that has a mark-
edly greater share of total employment in New York than
in Boston. In New York's second largest manufacturing
industry, Printing and Publishing, the difference be-
tween New York and Boston is less than 1 percent (2.8%
vs. 2.1%).

Manufacturing in the Boston area is more highly
concentrated in electrical equipment (4.1% vs. 1.8% in
New York), miscellaneous non-durables (3.2% vs. 2.8%),
non-electrical machinery (2..7% vs. 1.1%), transporta-
tion equipment (2.0% vs. 1.2%) and fabricated metal pro-
ducts (1.3% vs. 0.9%).

It is important to aote that while these differ-
ences in the type of manufaCturing carried out in the
two areas are well known, they should not be overempha-
sized. Textiles and apparel manufacturing may be almost
three times as important in New York area than it is in
Boston but it still represents'only 4.6% of the New York
SMSA employment (versus 1.6% in Boston). And while the
electrical equipment and machinery categories are over
twice as important in the Boston SMSA as in New York,
they still account for only 4.1% and 2.7% respectively
of that area's total jobs. The fact that these major
manufacturing industries in both cases account for less
than 5 percent of total employment, represents a simi-
larity that is equally as significant as the differences
in detailed industry characteristics between the two
economies.

The same observation is true for the non-manufac-
turing sectors. The basic similarity of the industrial
structure in the two areas is in many ways more strik-
ing than their differences.

The top three categories of non-manufacturing em-
ployment are, for example, identical in New York and
Boston, though their relative ranking is reversed. Fi-
nance, insurance and real estate (except for banking and
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credit) is the largest non-manufacturing category in New
York with 6.6% of total employment (a reflection of the
importance of "Wall Street" employers), and public ad-
ministration is third with 5.7%. In Boston, public ad-
ministration is first with 5.9% and the non-bank finance
category ranks third with 5.2%. In both SMSAis the mis-
cellaneous retail category is second among non-manufac-
turing industries, with 5.9% of total employment in New
York and 5.8% in Boston. Despite these differences, in
order, the absolute perccntages in ea::.1. of these indus-
try categories are quite close.

More nOtideable differences occur among the lower
ranking industries. Employment in air and water trans-
portation and related industries boosts New.York City's
percentage of employment in "miscellaneous.transporta-
tion" to 3.8% compared to Boston's 1.8%. Business ser-
vices, which includes the advertising industry ("Madi-
Ion Avenue") is also a more important part of New York's
economy, with 3.4 percent of total employment in the
SMSA, than in Boston (2.4%), as is the entertainment in-
dustry ("Broadway") with 1.3% (versus .7% in Boston),

The Boston area, on the other hand, is more spe-
cialized in Hospitals ("Mass General") with 5.1% of to-
tal employment (vs. 4.0% in New York) and private schools
and colleges (4.3% vs. 2.0%). In the other iDaustries
which have a larger share of SMSA employment in Boston
than in New York, the percentage differences are even
smAller than those cited above.

In summary, the basic underlying similarity in the
industrial structure (categories of employers) in the
Boston and New York SMSA's are as apparent as the differ-
ences. The differences are what are usually identified
because they serve to identify what is unique about the
two metropolitan areas.

Compared to the overriding fact that both New York
and Boston are major and mature metropolitan areas, the
differences in their economic structures appear to be
relatively minor, at least in absolute percentage terms.
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TABLE VI,A,2

COMPARATIVE INDUSTRY STRUCTURE, NEW YORK AND BOSTON SMSA

A. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

% of Total

BOSTON SMSA pployed

MANUFACTURING 22.4%

17:117
1. EleCIBIrEquipment

1707.11i

2. Miffeinia-durable goods

3. Machinery (non-electrical)

4. Misc, durable goods

5. Printing, publishing

6. Transmit:ion equip.

, 7. Textiles, apparel

8. Food processing

9. Fabricated metals

-0711

10. CheiTE5 & related

11. Furniture, lumber, wood

12. Primary metals

186

4.1 1.

3.2

2.7 2.

2.7 3.

2.1 4.

2.0

1.6 5,

1.3 6.

1.3 7,

8.

9,

.7 10,

.4 11.

.3 12,

NEW YORK SMSA

MANUFACTURING

Urn
Textile-MEd-Apparel

170:11I

PrinGiTTElishing

Misc, non-durable goods

misc, durable goods

1,0-1.9%

FlecffiffrEquipment

Transportation equipment

Food processing

Machinery (non-electrical)

Chemicals & related

Z:U7g1

Fabraiga-metal products

Furniture, lumber products

Primary metals

% of Total

Employed

20,7%

4.6

2,8

2,8

2 6

.9

,5

,3
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TABLE VIA.2 (cont'd)

COMPARATIVE INDUSTRY STRUCTURE, NEW YORX AND BOSTON SMSA

B. NON-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

;

BOSTON SMSA

NON-MANUFACTURING

of Total

.1119.1221_

SA-5-3%

1, Tigindministration

2, Miscel, retail

3, Insurance, real est.,

other. fin.

4. Hospitals

5, Construction

TTZETY
6. Wholesale trade

7. Public schools & colleges

8. Miscel, services

9. Private schools & colleges

3.0-3.9%

10, -5177 general merchandise

11. Eating and drinking places

2.0-2.9%

12, TERIfood, bakery, dairy

13. Miscel, personal services

14. Miricel. health services

15. Business services

16, Banking and credit

NEW YORK SMSA

NON-MANUFACTURING

Insurance, real estate,

other fin.

ETUF
5.9% 2. MrEgMetail
5,80 3. Public administration

'5,2

5,1

5.0

Mfg
4.8 4. WErgig trade

4.6 5, Public schools & colleges

4.4 6, Construction

4.3 7. Miscel. services

8. Hos itals

% of Total

1212121_

3.2 9. Mliarfiranspert (incl. air)

3.1 10. Bus!ness serthes

11. Miscel, pe. 'onal services

M7:2-5
2.7 12, Banking and credit

2.7 13. Eating and drinking places

2.6 14. Fetail food, dairy, bakery

2,4 15. Retail general merchandise

2.3 16. Communications

17, Private schools, colleges

18 , Miscel. Health Services

5,93

5,67

4.99

4,75

4,27

4,26

4,01

3.81

3.43

3,08

2.87

2.84

2,7

2.7

2.1

2,0

2,0



BOSTON SMSA

TABLE VI.A.2 (cont'd)

COMPARATIVE INDUSTRY STRUCTURE, NEW YORX AND BOSTON SMSA

B. NON-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

% of Total

Employed NEW YORK SMSA

171791
17. SEEICation 1.9

18. Miscel. transport. 1.8

19. Non-profit organizations 1.6

20. Utilities, sanitation 1.5

21. Retail autos, service st.1.4

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

Repair services 1.2

Trucking, rehousing 1.1

Less than 1%

Private households .8

Miscel,,education .7

Entertainment .7

Agriculture .5

Railroads, iailway exp. .3

19. NE:iiiht organizations

20. Utilities, sanitation

21. Rep.i.t services

22. Entertainment

23. Private households

24. Trucking, warehousing

25. Retail autos, service sta,

Less than 1%

26. Miscel. education

27. Railroads, railway express

28. Agriculture

29. Mining

% of Total

Employed_

1,99

1,94

1.61

1,29

1.16

1.09

1.0

. 5

. 4

.4

. 1



The differences between the industrial structures of
.
New York and Boston are reflected in the type of jobs avail-
able to the two areas' residents.

In both the professional and service occupations,
Boston for example, has more health workers (as a percentage
of its total employment) than does New Yo'rk, despite the fact
that the percentage employed as physicians and dentists (and
related practitioners is the same in both areas). Boston's
higher proportions of nurses, technicians, aides and orderlies
(as opposed to practitioners) is a reflection of the area's
high concentration of medical institutions, apparent in its
industry employment statistics.

The Boston area also has proportionally more jobs for
engineers and non-health-related technicians, machinists, and
metal craftsmen than does the New York area, reflecting higher
technol-,qical requirements of its manufacturers of electrical
equipment and machinery, in contrast to New York City's apparel
industry. For the same reason, while the proportions of workers
who are classified as "operatives" is the same in both areas,
(9.9%), those in the Boston area are more likely to make
various "durable" goods, (e.g., stereos), while their counter-
parts in New York work on non-durables (e.g., c1.othing).

The disproportionate size of New York's "miscelianeous
transportation" industrial category shows up again in the
higher percentage of jobs as "transportation equipment opera-
tives" (other than truck drivers).

Once again, the differences between the New York and
Boston SMSA's in the proportion of total employment in these
occupational categories is slight, and probably less important
than other factors as a determinant of the types of jobs that
are likely to be obtained by ex-addicts seeking employment.
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TABLE-VIjk.3

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS

(PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT)

% of Total Employment
EMPLOYED PERSONS 16 YEARS OLD AND OVER BOSTON N.Y.C.

SMSA SMSA

Professional technical, & kindred workers 20.0%
-771--

16.9%
-M.--Eng neers

Physicians, dentists, and related
practitioners 1.1 1.1

Health workers, except practitioners 2.4 1.6
Teachers, elementary and secondary schools 3.4 3.3
Technicians, except health 1.5 .8

Other professional workers 9.2 8.9

Mana ers and Idministrators, except farm 9.0% 9.1%
r77--Sa aries: Manufacturing 1:-6-

Retail trade 1.7 1.6
Other industries 4.6 4.9

Self Employed: Retail trade .4 .4

Other industries .5 .5

Sales workers 7.7% 8.0%
Manufacturing and wholesale trade rir 2.o-

Retail trade 4.2 4.1

Other industries 1.7 1.9

Clerical and kindred workers 22.9% 25.0%
Bookkeepers 2.2 2.6
Secretaries, stenographers, & typists 6.8 7.1

Other clerical workers 13.9 15.2

Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers 11.6% 11.0%
Automobile mechanics, including bay

repairmen .9 .9

Mechanics and repairmen, except auto _1.4 1.5

Machinists .7 .3

Metal craftsmen, except mechanics and
machinists .7 .4

Carpenters .9 .7

Construction craftsmen, except carpenters 2.2 1.8
Other craftsmen 4.9 5.4

Operatives, except transport 9.9% 9.9%

Durable goods manufacturing 3.9 2. 6-

Nondurable goods manufacturing 3.3 4.6

Nonmanufacturing industries 2,6 2.7
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TABLE VI.A.3 (cont'd)

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED PnRSONS

(PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT)

% of Total Employment
BOSTON
SMSA

N.Y.C.
SMSA

Trans ort equipment operatives 2.9% 3.7%
Truck ell'ivers ITT- 1.1
Other transport equipment operatives 1.7 2.6

Laborers, except farm 3.2% 3.3%
Construction laborers -3' -75-
Freight, stock, and material handlers 1.5 1.6
Other laborers, except farm 1.1 1..2

Service workers, except private household 11.9% 11.8%
Cleaning service workers -271- 2.4

Food service workers 3.7 3.0
Health service workers 1.7 1.4
Personal service workers 1.4 1.7
Protective service workers 1.8 2.1

Private household workers .7 1.3

Farmers and farm managers .1 .1

Farm laborers and farm foreman .1 .1

100% 100%
(1,136,474) (4,607,100)



The Educational Level of Employed Men, by Occupational
Category

It is not surprising, given the high concentration of
educational institutions in the Boston area, to find that the
average level of schooling is higher there than in New York
City.

The educational advantage of Boston workers is more
strongly in evidence among workers in Blue Collar jobs than
in White Collar occupations. As the table below shows, in each
of the White Collar occupations, New York City men have almost
the same median level of schooling as do Boston men, and in
professional and technical occupations, the average level is
even higher in New York than in Boston.

In the Blue Collar occupations, Boston men tend to be
better educated, especially in the machine operative and ser-
vice categories. The high level of schooling among Bdston's
private household workers (10.6 years) is especially notable,
though the small numbers involved (an estimated 1,921 private
household workers among employed Boston men) raise the possi-
bility of sampling bias in this figure.

These figures would indicate that jobseekers with the
same educational background would be likely to face stiffer
competition in Boston than in New York City, especially in
lower-level jobs, all other things being equal.. The higher
level of schooling among Boston's "transportation equipment
operators", for example, might make it harder for a ninth grade
dropout to get a job driving a truck there than in New York
City, where Blue Collar education levels are lower.
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TABLE VI.A.4

MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOLING, BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY,

NEW YORK CITY AND BOSTON MEN (EMPLOYED)

N.Y.C.
Median as

% of

All Occupations Boston N.Y.C. Boston

White Collar

Professional Technical 11.3 11.2 >99%

Managers,Officials 15.4 15.7 102%

Sales Workers 11.7 11.5 98%

Clerical 11.5 11.3 98%

Blue-Collar and Service

Craftsmen, Foreman 11.1 10.5 95%

Operators 10.1 8.9 88%

Transportation Equipment Operators 10.8 9.9 92%

Laborers 9.8 9.1 93%

Services, except Household Workers 10.6 9.4 89%

Private Household Workers 10.6 6.7 63%



Education, Earnings, and Ethnicity

Despite the lower average level of schooling among
New York City men, wages in New York are higher, on the
average, in nine of the ten major occupational categories.
In the case of operatives, the reversed earnings differential
between New York and BOston result from the different mix of
detailed occupations within this rather broad occupational
category. Machine operators in Boston's durable goods
industries are likely to be working with higher technology
machines and more prodUctive equipment than the rather poorly
paid sewing machine operators which are more typical of
"operatives" in New York city.

The same basic relationship between education and wages
appears in both places; higher paid occupational categories
have higher average level of schooling than the lower wage
categories, as is apparent in the table below (Table VI.A.5).

In both New York and Boston, the average educational
level of employed white men is somewhat higher than that of
Black men, while the Hispanic men's average level of school-
ing is lower than that,of Blacks.

The lower educational level of the New York City
population, which may also be a reflection of its role as
the entry point for immigration to the United States, is
found in all three major ethnic categories. The difference
between the two cities in average educational attainment
of the work force is, however, the least among Whites and
greatest among Hispanic workers.

Median Years of Schooling
Bosthn New York

Black 11.0 10.7

Hispanic 10.3 8.7

White, Other 11.4 11.3

Minorities make up a smaller percentage of Boston's
than of New York City's labor force. In both Boston and New
York, Black and Hispanic men tend to be employed dispropor-
tionately in blue collar and service occupations, and especially
in jobs at the lower end of the wage scale.
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ocstipallopy
White Collar

TABLE VI.A 5

Boston

Median

Years'of

Schooling

Men

Median

Earnings

($/yr.)

Professional/technical 15,4 $6 229

Managers, administrators 11,9 9,395

Sales
11.7 7,103

Clerical 11,5 6,345

Blue Collar and Service

Craftsmen
11,1 7,615

Operatives (Exc. transp.) 10,1 6,291

Transp. equip. oper. 10.8 6,688

Laborers
9,8 5,358

Service Workers (exc. household) 10,6 5,341

Private household 10.6 2,307

New York

Medlin

Years of

Schooling

10.5

8.9

9.9

9.1

9:4

6.7

City Men

Median

Earnings

$10 682

11 454

8 557

6 832

8 194

6,172

7,183

6,576

5,897

3,965



In the professional-technical and managers-administra-
tors categories, the percentage of minority men is about the
same in the two cities: between 10 and 15 percent. In New
York, there are relatively more Black and Hispanic men in
clerl.cal-type occupations than in Boston; more, in fact,
than in the craftsmen category among New York City's blue
collar workers. In both cities, the.percentage ofJainority
,men who are in sales jobs is les-s than would be predicted
on the basis of wage levels above. (Table 6; see also Charts
1 and 2.)

Within each of the broad occupational categories Black
and Hispanic men earn less, on the average, than\do White men.
This results both from their concentration in types of jobs
that pay less and from their earning less than Whites in the
same job title.

Wage differentials between Minority men and White men
are less pronounced in Boston than in New York City. In
Boston, Black men's median wage was 85 percent of the overall
median in 1970. For Hispanic men the comparable figure is 82
percent. New York City's employed Black men's median wage
was only 81 percent of the citywide median, and Hispanic men
averaged only 71 percent as much as the average New York male
earned. This pattern--Black and Hispanic men earning more,
relative to the citywide average, in Boston, with New York
City's Hispanic men especially bad off--was particularly evident
among professional/technical manager/official and sales occupa-
tions. Among clerical and blue collar job categories, the ratio
of Black and Hispanic median earnings to the overall average
was more apt to be similar in New York and Boston.
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TABLE VI.A.6

1

Minorities' Percentage
of Total Employment

Boston Men 'N.Y.C. Men

All Occupations 17.0 26.3

White Collar

1. Professional, technical 12.0 13.1

2. Managers, officials 11.1 11.8

3. Sales 7.9 13.5

4. Clerical 12.5 28.1

Blue Collar- Service

5. Craftsmen 15,5 24.0

6. Operatives (exc. transp.) 30.8 42.6

7. Transp. equip. operatives 16.1 38.2

8. Laborers 18.9 35.0

9. Services (exc. household) 23.5 40.6

10. Private Household Workers 37,6 64.4



Labor Market Dynamics: Job Openings and-tabor Turnover

Job openings may occur because an employer terminates
his work force, either on a long term basis or after a
seasonal lay-off period; because employers' need to replace
experienced employees who have retired, died, become pregnant
or otherwise left the active labor market; or to replace
workers who have quit- their jobs (or have been fired) , but who
continue to be active members of the citywide labor force.
The need to replace workers who quit their jobs is generally
the largest source of available job openings.

Data on labor turnover (additions to and terminations
from employers' payrolls) is collected and published monthly
by the U.S. Department of Labor, but only for manufacturing
industries, which as we have seen, make up only about one-fifth
of total employment in the New York and Boston metropolitan
areas.

The labor turnover data on 20 manufacturing industry
categories is published regularly for New York City, but not
for Boston, where it is considered that the small size of
the sample would make the data unreliable, even if it were

available.

Analysis of the New York City data does, however,
support some generalizations about labor market dynamics
which are likely to hold for both areas. The key statistics,
in terms of their usefulness in understanding hiring patterns,
are the New Hire rate and the Quit rate.

The New Hire rate refers to the number of persons
hired per month (expressed as a percentage of employees in an
industry) who had never before worked for the employer that
is hiring them. Other additions to employers' payrolls, e.g.,
the recall of wOrkers previously laid off by the-employer,
the transfer into a local.branch operation of-an-employee from
the same parent Company, etc., are included in a labor turnover
category called "other Accessions." The importance of the New
Hire rate lies in the fact that it is a measure of employers'
hiring activity, which is a crucial factor for any individual
or program trying to find jobs. When the citywide New Hire
rate is relatively high, it means that more jobs are being
filled and more people are being hired than when it is low.
At any one time, employers with high. New Hire rates have
more job. openings, relative to their total work force, than do
employers with low New Hire rates. This much is self evident.
The reason for studying the behavior of New Hire rate in some
detail is for what it can tell us about which industries and
which occupations are likely to account for a disproportionate
share of the total number of job openings that occur.



The Quit rate refers to the number of workers who quit
their jobs, and is also expressed as a percentage of total
enployment in an industry. Excluded from the Quit rate are
workers who retire, who transfer to another establishment of
the same company, who are fired by the employer or who leave
to join the Armed Forces, all of which are combined into the
category of Other Separations.. Layoffs--suspensions from
the payroll because of a lack of orders, model changeovers,
seasonal employment, inventory, etc., have their own statistic,
the Layoff rate.

The Quit rate is important because it is one of the
most important determinants of variations in the New Hire
rate, since much of the hiring that takes place is-because of
the need to replace people who have quit their jobs.

Labor turnover may be examined longitudinally, focus-
sing on year to year fluctuations in relation to changing
economic conditions, or in a "cross-section" analysis, empha-
sizing differences in rates among different industries in a
single month or (using average annual rates) in a single year.

A cross section analysis of the relationship between
New Hire rates in New York City's manufacturing industries and
their average monthly rate of growth (or decline) in employment
shows only a slight relationship between these two factors. ,
When growth rates were expressed in terms of over-the-year
percentage changes in each industry's total employment,
they explained only 2% of the total variation in New Hire

rates. Using the difference between annual average rates of
accession and separation, to represent an industry's rate of
growth or decline enabled this factor to explain 10 percent of
the variation in New Hire rates.

Much more important, from the point of view of "explain-
ing" differences in New Hire rates were inter-industry differ-
ences in QUit rates. A total of 7$ percent of the,variation
in New Hire rates among New York City's manufacturing industries
was attributable to differences in their Quitrates.1 Industries
in which a relativelyhigh percentage of their employees quit
their jobs each month, must do a great deal of hiring simply
to maintain the size of their work force. Stich high-quit,
high-hire manufacturing industries include the makers of
leather goods, rubber and plastic products, toys, novelties,
etc. Low-quit, low-hire industries included-petroleum pro-
ducts (a "central office" industry in New York City), food
processing, machinery, chemical products (also with a higher
than average white-collar component).

1. A total of 78 percent of the variation in New Hire
rates among New York City's manufacturing industries was
attributable to differences in their Quit rates. -
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The Quit rate has been analyzed in detail on a nation-
wide basis.1 An industry's Quit rate was found, not
surprisingly, to be strongly related to ita wage rate. Differ-
ences in wage rates were, in fact, the most important determ-
inant of differences in Quit rates in a multiple regression
analysis which succeeded in "explaining" 82,percent of the
inter=induStry variation' in this-statistic.4 'The Isàmé pattern
is found in the New York City data, which shows a markedly
lower Quit rate among higher wage manufacturing industries
than among those that paid below-average wages. (Charts 4 and

5). The overall outcOme of this analysis is that hiring
rates are much higher among low-wage industries, regardless
of their relative rates of growth or decline. The need to
replace workers who quit their jobs, especially in low-wage
industries, overwhelms the effect of the growth factor on hir-

ing patterns. There is every reason to believe, and no reason
to doubt, that this basic pattern is the same in Boston as
elsewhere and would be shown by the data if it were available.

Examination of year to year changes in hiring patterns
reveals the expected relationship between New Hire rates and
unemployment rates: when unemployment is high, hiring rates

are low, and when unemployment is low, hiring is high. But it

also reveals the error in the statement that "there are simply

no jobs" when unemployment rates are high. On a nationwide
basis, the average manufacturing New Hire rate in 1974, when
unemployment averaged 6.7 percent, was 3.2 percent per month.

This means that on an annual basis, the number of New
Hires that occurred in manufacturing industries during 1974
equalled almost 40 percent of the manufacturing work force.
This is not to say that there were enough job openings for
the people who sought them, only that many people were being
hired as a result of continual turnover and job chi...EFT:1g in

the labor force.

Analysis of New York City data on unemployment and
labor turnover from 1961 through 1973 points to the same

conclusion. Job openings are less frequent during periods of

high unemployment, but hiring continues to take place, albeit
on a reduced scale. And part of the reason that Hiring rates

fall when unemployment rises is because of the parallel
decline in the Quit rate. When times are bad, fewer people

quit their jobs, reducing the'hiring required to replace

quits: when times are good and jobs are plentiful, people are

more likely to quit one job to be able to take another, which

in turn opens up more jobs to replace those who quit. (See

Charts 6 and 7).

1. See J.:7briEarlT,and Paul Armknecht,The-Manufacturing:
Quit Rate: _Trends C clesandlnter-indlistry,Yariationsi
U.S. Government Printina Office, WashintbhDCI973.
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Unemployment

Unemployment rates in both New York City and Boston
were relatively low in 1969, compared to what they have become
since then. The differential impact of unemployment among
different occupational categories is, however, clear from
the Census data.

In 1970 the general pcc
severity of unemployment
New York ald Boston. Men
to be out of work than meu
occupations (Table 8).

.te

e difference in
ions was similar in
ar jobs were less likel-

in blue collar or service

Unemployment rates were, however, higheramong Boston
men in nine out of ten major occupational categories. Once
again operatives were the exception, reflecting the high rates
of joblessness among apparel workers in New York City compared
to Boston's-durable _goods manufacturing workers. Since.then,
overall unemployment levels have almost tripled in both areas,
but the relative severity of joblessness among the various
major occupational categories is not likely to be too different
from what it we.s then. Professionals and technical workers,
managers and officials are, in other words, still less likely
to be unemployed than are men who are laborers, operatives,
and private household workers.
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TABLE VI.A.7

THE RATIO OP EMPLOYED BLACK AND HISPANIC MEN'S'MEDIAN EARNINGS
TO THE CITYWIDE MEDIAN WAGE, BY-OCCUPATIONAL.;CATEGORY"

Boston Mea N.Y.C. Men --

All Occupations

Black

. 5

White -C011a-r

Professionalltechnical .87
Managers, officials .82
Sales .86
Clerical .88

'Blue Collar, SerVice

Craftsmen .82
Operatives (exc. transp.) .95
Transp. equip. oper. .91
Laborers .91
Services (exc. household) .93
Private houdehold workers 1.23

,T4-;panic Black Hispanic

.97

.93

.84

.78

. 68

. 72'

.89

.83 .83 .76

.83 .93 .81

.97 .95 .79

.79 .88 .76

.85 .94 .87
........ .88 .89



TABLE VI.A.8

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES IN THE EXPERIENCED MALE LABOR FORCE

(BOSTON AND NEW YORK CITY)

All Occupations

Boston Men N.Y.C. Men

4.6%

2.7

3.4%

2.6

White Collar

Professional/technical
Managers, officials 2.0 J.7

Sales 3.8 2.4

Clerical 3.8 3.5

Blue Collar,'Service

Craftsmen 5.6 3.9
Operatives (exc. transp) 5.6 6.5
Transp. equip. oper. 4.3 3.1

Laborers 9.7 6.3
Service (exc. household) 4.1 .3.3
Private household workers 7.5 6.7
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OCCUPATIONAL EARNINGS AND MINORITY EMPLOYMENT AMONG
EMPLOYED NEW YORK CITY MEN

. .(1970,Census)
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CHART VI .11.2

OCCUPATIONAL EARNINGS AND MINORITY EMPLOYMENT AMONG
EMPLOAED BOSTON MEN

(1970 Census)
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See note to Ct..-Ar-t 1.
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CHART VI.A.3

COMPARATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, NEW YORK AND
BOSTON MEN, BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY (1970)
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CHART VI.A.4

QUIT RATES AMONG NEW YORK CITY MANUFACTURING''INDUSTRIES
AND AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS (CROSS-SECTION) 1971
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CilART

HIRING.ACTIVITY AND WAGE RATES AMONG NEW XORK CITY
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES,: 1971
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND QUIT RATES IN NEW YO'Ri< CITY

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES , FROM 1961 to 1973
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See note to Chart 7.
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CHART VI.A.7

UNEMPLOYMENT RAT7S AND HIRING ACTIVITY IN NEW YORK CITY
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, FROM 1961 to 1973
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Unemployment rates are those computed by the New York .State

Department of Labor based on the size of the City's work
force (including commuters).
Numbers on chart refer to years.
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